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Abstract

The human brain is one of the most complex system existing in nature. The

emergence of cognitive and physiological phenomena is the outcome of a

complex series of interactions that occur hierarchically. Hence, explaining

cognition is not possible just by taking into account the single parts the brain

is composed of, but a comprehensive view of the collective behaviors of its

constituents and the interactions with its environment should be considered

to study the global system behavior. A network formulation simplifies the

analysis of a complex system by providing mathematical tools able to capture

different aspects of its organization in a compact manner. Graph theoretical

methods have been extensively applied to many neuroimaging datasets in order

to describe the topological properties of both functional and structural brain

networks. Although these methods have become a gold standard for analyzing

the complex behavior of the human brain, several important issues related to the

identification of the networks, their temporal evolution and new complex metrics

for their topological description need to be further explored in order to provide

a general and comprehensive analysis framework. Indeed, the human brain is a

highly flexible dynamic system: executing both complex and simple functions

requires the ongoing reconfiguration of the connections among the general- and

specific-domain subsystems. In this work, some methodological procedures

are proposed to address the outlined issues. Firstly, a new synchronization-

based metric is developed to assess the functional connectivity in human brain

through functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI). In details, the whole

brain volume is partitioned into regions of interest (ROIs) and a phase-space

framework is used to map pairs of signals of each region of interest, in their

reconstructed phase space, i.e. a topological representation of their behavior

under all possible initial conditions. Cross recurrence plots (CRPs) are then

employed to reduce the dimensionality of the phase space and compare the

trajectories of the interacting systems. The synchronization metric is then

extracted from the cross recurrence to assess the coupling behaviour of the
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time series. The proposed metric is a generalized synchronization measure

that takes into account both the amplitude and phase coupling between pairs

of fMRI series. It differs from the correlation measures used in the literature,

as it seems to be more sensitive to nonlinear coupling phenomena between

time series and it is more robust against the physiological noise. Then an

extended multidimensional framework is presented to describe completely the

functional interactions of couple of signals in the phase space. More specifically,

a set of metrics is extracted from the CRP of each couple of signals to form

a multilayer connectivity matrix in which each layer is related to a specific

complex phenomenon occurring in phase space. Hence, machine-learning

algorithms are used to identify markers of the dynamic states in brain activity

to characterize pathological conditions in a clinical context. Finally, a new

perspective to characterize node centrality in complex networks is discussed and

some preliminary results of the application of a new resilience index are shown.

This metric quantifies the importance of the node in relation to its survival rate

for progressive removal of links in the network and can be useful for identifying

the most persistent nodes in a network.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Physiological and biological systems can be imagined as complex processes

whose dynamics are continuously influenced by nonlinear interactions. In

particular, the complexity of the brain arises from different aspects. The brain

has a complex temporal and spatial multi-scale structure, from which emerging

cellular and neuronal phenomena form the physical and biological basis of

cognition [1]. On the microscopic scale, neurons are connected through axonal,

dendritic connections and synaptic terminals, forming both local and global

neuronal circuits. At mesoscales and macroscales, neural columns and large-

scale brain regions are interconnected by short- and long-range axonal white

matter projections, forming a brain-wide network of neural interactions [2]. In

addition, it exhibits a hierarchical fractal organization: the structure within any

given scale is organized into anatomically and functionally modules which can

be adapted to external conditions [3, 4].

In order to understand the dynamics that regulate both structure and function

of the human brain, in recent decades, scientists have felt the need to leave a

reductionist approach, based on detailed investigations of the various tissues

that compose it, with the aim to incorporate the dense network of relationships

and mechanisms of large-scale synchronization that are the basis of the func-

tioning of neuronal networks. The term "connectome" was coined to indicate

a complete map of the neural elements and structural links within a neural

system, together forming the fundamental substrate for neural communication,

information processing and neural integration in the brain [5]. Mapping the

brain’s structural organization and understanding how neural function is related

to connectome is one of the main goal of the modern neuroscience. Complex net-

work theory provides a powerful mathematical framework to study human brain
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networks [6, 2, 7]. The network formulation describes the brain as a graph com-

posed by nodes (i.e., brain regions) linked by edges (their structural/functional

connectivity).

Neuroimaging techniques have been of fundamental importance in the

connectomics’ advances. They are currently the main methods to investigate

the macroscale connectome architecture of human brain [8]. Both the rapid

development of innovative analysis techniques and the growing interest of the

scientific community have produced a large amount of available data concerning

the different structural and functional nature of the brain. These data are often

shared in projects and collaborations to improve the current understanding of

the brain by combining different approaches and heterogeneous data [9, 10]. In

this context, it is necessary to develop multidimensional processing techniques

covering the various ways in which the brain can be examined and identify new

topological descriptors that consider also their multidimensional nature.

For example, in order to take into account simultaneously the dynamic rela-

tions in time and space of brain activity, some techniques have been proposed.

A number of them aim at partitioning the brain activity into a specif domain

(time or frequency) and observing its evolution. Most of these processing tech-

niques assume linear functioning. However, neurodynamics are characterized

by complex and nonlinear phenomena that arise from feedback responses to

environmental stimuli and physiological interactions among various subsys-

tems that comprise the brain [11]. Nonlinear dynamic principles and nonlinear

time series tools have been exploited for in-depth investigation of neuronal

transient responses and coupling mechanisms with the goal of enhancing the

understanding of human cognition and dynamic processes underlying normal

and pathological brain states [12]. A key aspect of dynamical analysis is the re-

construction of the phase space of a system. Both local and global changes of its

dynamics can be inferred by means of complexity and stability measures in the

phase space [13]. Dynamical analysis methods have been extended for bivariate

characterization of coupled interactive systems. Specifically, generalized syn-

chronization measures have been suggested to assess the dynamic interaction of

neurophysiological signals in their reconstructed phase space [14–16]. In detail,

generalized synchronization between couple of signals is measured by mapping

the manifolds of the signals into a common phase space and then comparing

their local neighboring states. In this work, a novel framework to capture such

dynamics is presented. It exploits a phase-space approach to observe brain

signals in a generalized way. The main goal of the framework is to achieve a
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multidimensional representation of the interaction between couple of signals in

order to provide an effective measure of synchronization.

Another important aspect of complex network analysis concerns the defi-

nition of new metrics that can characterize real complex systems dynamically

and in a multidimensional way. In fact, most of the current graph metrics are

defined on binary networks, and only few extensions have been introduced

for generalized networks. However, real networks, including the brain, have

heterogeneous links whose weights quantify the importance of connections.

Such links should be considered to properly model complex processes and avoid

overly penalizing simplifications [17]. In this thesis, an alternative weighted

metric of centrality based on the concept of both node and link resilience is

introduced. The importance of nodes and links is evaluated by taking into

account the multidimensional relations between each node and the rest of the

network in a dynamical percolation context.

Finally, the establishment of large sample size datasets and the increasing

accumulation of published findings, need powerful and advanced tools to select

network-based and image-based effective biomarkers for predicting severity

disease, mental states, improving diagnosis and so on [18]. At this aim, a great

variety of multivariate methods and machine learning algorithms have been

applied to investigate brain complex networks. Traditional univariate methods

treat the brain features as independent variables, thus ignoring the potential

relationships that could exist among them. Conversely, multivariate methods

consider multidimensional patterns that can potentially reveal more insights into

the structural and functional architecture of the brain [19]. Machine learning

methods are a special case of multivariate statistical methods. They allow not

only to evaluate sets of features at the same time, but also to provide predictive

models that can be used as diagnostic tools. In this work, several aspects related

to the application of machine learning algorithms on neuroimaging data are

highlighted. In particular, this thesis covers topics related to the problem of

feature selection, the proper choice of the predictive model for different contexts,

the comparison between different models and the strategies for validating the

obtained results.

Structure of the thesis

The rest of the thesis is therefore organized as follows:
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• Chapter 2 provides background knowledge both on the formalism and

tools of complex networks analysis together with the recent advances in

this field;

• Chapter 3 concerns the proposal of a new synchronization metric in the

phase-space domain. The results presented in this chapter have been

published in [20];

• In Chapter 4 the full multidimensional phase-space framework is exposed.

Preliminary results of the framework have been presented in [21, 22];

• Chapter 5 shows a new resilience centrality metric for identifying the

most persistent nodes of a complex network. Some results presented in

this chapter have been also published in [23].

• Chapter 6 shows the results achieved during two international challenges

on the application of multidimensional methods for features selection in

classification of individuals with brain lesions and cognitive decline. This

discussion was necessary in order to bring down the proposed methods in

a real context. The results and the methods presented in this chapter have

been published in [24, 25].

• Chapter 7 concludes the thesis and depicts future developments of the

research conducted so far.



Chapter 2

State of the Art

2.1 From Brain to Networks

The human brain is composed by billions of neurons connected by trillions of

synapses [26]. Ideally, all possible combinations of the connections among

these basic elements should be considered to describe the static and dynamic

architecture of the brain. However, if on the one side this description is not

computationally feasible, on the other side it is important to bear in mind that

cognitive phenomena are expressions emerging from the large-scale behavior

of neuronal populations [27]. Network modeling and analysis uses brain ob-

servation methods and effective mathematical tools to make these behaviors

easy-to-interpret and understand.

2.1.1 Neuroimaging and physiological recordings

Noninvasive neuroimaging techniques are currently the most promising methods

for mapping the human brain.

Structural magnetic resonance imaging (sMRI) and diffusion tensor imaging

(DTI) allow anatomical mapping of brain regions and their structural connec-

tions at high spatial resolution (order of millimeter). Structural MRI provides a

comprehensive description of the integrity of the brain. MRI signal varies across

tissue types because of different distributions of cell bodies (e.g., neurons, glial

cells and myelinated axons) and such differences are visualized in volumetric

MRI scan sequences [28]. Structural measurements of volume, thickness, and

surface area of specific regional gray (GM) and white-matter (WM) structures

are used to examine the anatomy and pathology of the brain as well as to infer

structural connectivity [5, 7]
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Diffusion tensor imaging measures the water diffusion along the WM

fibers and can thus provide useful information regarding their integrity and

direction[29]. The spatial orientation of the fibers within each voxel of the

brain is related to the maximum value of diffusion anisotropy so the trajecto-

ries of axonal fibers can be reconstructed through tractography algorithms[30].

These algorithms aim at estimating the presence of WM pathways by using

the distribution of diffusion anisotropy and can include both deterministic and

probabilistic approaches [31]. In addition, several invariants can be derived from

the diffusion tensor. As an example, high values of fractional anisotropy (FA)

and low values of mean diffusivity (MD) are able to identify healthy axons since

in non-pathological conditions, the water diffusion along an axon is constrained

almost completely to one direction [32].

Functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) and noninvasive electro-

physiological recordings such as electroencephalography (EEG) and magnetoen-

cephalography (MEG) , are the techniques most commonly used to investigate

brain activity. MEG assesses electrical activity in the human brain, based upon

measurement of changes in magnetic field above the scalp induced by syn-

chronized neural current flow [33], while EEG measures voltage fluctuations

resulting from ionic current within the neurons [34]. Both methods provide

recordings that directly reflect neural activity with high temporal resolution, but

their spatial resolution is limited by the number of electrodes or sensors. A great

variety of signal processing techniques have been developed to analyze the time

and spectral content of EEG and MEG recordings, especially for recognition of

activity patterns in studies of brain disorders [35].

Functional magnetic resonance imaging measures the blood oxygen level-

dependent (BOLD) signal which is related to the magnetic susceptibility of

the blood caused by a change in oxygenation level. fMRI provides an indirect

measurement of neuronal activity as the BOLD signal is determined by the

interactions of different physiological quantities such as oxygenation level,

volume and blood flow. This technique offers a great spatial resolution (at

millimeter-scale), but its time resolution is limited by the slow BOLD response

(order of seconds) [36].
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2.1.2 Brain Connectivity

Brain connectivity can be defined on different time and spatial scales in several

manners that reflect the neuroimaging and neural recording techniques [2].

Generally, three categories of connectivity are recognized:

• Structural connectivity describes anatomical links among neural elements.

This kind of connectivity is considered stable on shorter time scales (from

seconds to minutes), but may change over longer time scales (from hours

to days).

• Functional connectivity is derived from EEG, MEG or fMRI time series

and attempts to describe dynamic interactions among neural elements. It

is highly non-stationary, as it is modulated by external task demands and

intrinsic physiological fluctuations.

• Effective connectivity describes causal interactions among neural elements

unveiling directed effects from time series. Like functional connectivity,

it is highly time dependent and non-stationary.

2.1.3 Network modeling

Brain networks are efficiently modeled by graphs. The mathematical framework

of graph theory requires the identification of nodes and edges, i.e., the basic

elements of a graph. Consequently, brain networks can be derived from brain

imaging and recordings by following some steps [8] which are also summarized

in Figure 2.1. Briefly, the connectivity matrix that represents the associations

among the nodes, can be thresholded to remove weak connections yielding

to a sparse matrix, or can be analyzed in its dense form. The analysis of

the connectivity matrix involves several graph metrics that reflect different

properties of the network. Finally, a statistical framework can be adopted to

describe such properties with respect to population of random networks (i.e.,

the null models) or to compare clinical populations for diagnostic purposes. The

following subsections are focused on the construction of the networks. Graph

analysis methods are addressed in Section 2.1.4.

1. Nodes

The first step consists in defying the nodes of the network. Brain anatom-

ical parcellation schemes are commonly used to define a partition of
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brain. Anatomical atlas such as Anatomical Automatic Labeling [37],

Harvard-Oxford probabilistic atlas, etc., are the most diffused in neuro-

science studies. These partitioning methods define networks of moderate

resolution (approximately 100 nodes) with regions of variable volumes.

Large scale networks can be obtained by considering each voxel of the

brain as a node. This method leads to very high-resolution networks

(about 104 nodes), whereby local information can be retrieved with high

spatial accuracy [38]. However, the analysis of such networks, requires

extensive preprocessing to filter out the large amount of noise and data

redundancy.

Another approach to defining nodes in brain networks involves results

from preexisting task-evoked fMRI studies to identify a set of fixed re-

gions of interest (ROIs) with coherent activation patterns [39]. Nodes

defined using meta-analysis methods are invariably, modeled by spheres

typically of 3–6 mm radii, but their application is limited by the availabil-

ity of imaging studies used to identify functionally coherent ROIs, so they

cannot be generalized for any other analysis [40].

In physiological recordings, sensors and electrodes naturally define the

nodes of the network. Hence, the resolution of the network is fixed, but

the signal acquisition sites may not correspond to coherent anatomical or

functional areas.

2. Links

Metrics of connectivity between pairs of nodes define the links of the

network.

In structural connectivity, correlations in several morphometric features

or some characteristics of the fiber tracts linking areas of the brain, are

used to estimate connectivity matrices. In particular, in sMRI, structural

connectivity is assessed by computing the correlations in the thickness

or volume of gray matter between two cortical areas [41]. In DTI, the

connectivity is defined by the number of the reconstructed axonal fibers

linking two nodes, or by the average value of FA of the voxels within

each fiber bound connecting two ROIs [42]. The connectivity matrices

resulting from both the imaging techniques are weighted and undirected.
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In functional connectivity analysis, statistical dependences between dis-

tributed neuronal units are commonly estimated by various measures such

as correlation, covariance and spectral coherence between pairs of time se-

ries [43]. Pairwise direct associations obtained from statistical modeling

and other time series analysis are used to infer effective connectivity [44].

It follows that the functional networks are weighed and undirected, while

effective networks are weighed and direct since in effective connectivity

causal interactions between the elements of the network are derived.

2.1.4 Network analysis

Graph metrics have been extensively used for the analysis of the brain networks

[45, 6]. They quantify different topological aspects of the nodes mainly con-

cerning their influence, integration and segregation of the network. Influence

measures capture the role of nodes and edges with respect to their contribution

to the information flow and integrity of the network; segregation refers to the

division of the network into separate and specialized clusters, while the concept

of integration is related to the degree of the global network interconnection. In

the following, the most important metrics used in literature will be discussed,

which cover only a subset of all the known graphs metrics. The reported metrics

will be treated also in the next chapters and they refer to the generalized case of

weighted and undirected networks.

• Degree

In an undirected network G(V,E), V and E being the set of nodes and set

of links respectively, the degree ki of a node vi is simply the number of

nodes attached to vi:

ki =
N

∑
j=1

ai j (2.1)

where N is the number of the nodes of the network and A = {ai j} is the

adjacency matrix, with ai j = 1 if nodes vi and v j are connected and 0

otherwise. Degree represents the simplest centrality index as it assigns

more importance to more connected nodes which have more influence

over their neighbors.

• Strength
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Fig. 2.1 Pipeline for brain networks modeling and analysis. After image/signal preprocessing, nodes are extracted according to a
parcellation scheme (e.g. atlas-based or seed-based) or to location of sensors (for EEG/MEG). The connectivity matrix is assessed by
measuring the statistical interaction between the time series of brain nodes (for functional connectivity) or correlations in the structural
features/presence of WM fibers (for structural connectivity). The connectivity matrix can be thresholded and binarized or can be
considered in its weight form. Graph metrics are used to quantify topological features of the brain. These features can be input to
machine learning algorithms to classify diseases or particular conditions or to statistical analysis to find significant differences between
clinical populations.
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The importance of a node can be assigned by integrating the information

about both its structural connectivity and the weights of its edges. To this

aim, the strength of a node vi is defined as the sum of the weights of the

links associated to vi:

si =
N

∑
j=1

wi j (2.2)

where W = {wi j} is the weighted adjacency matrix, with wi j > 0 if vi and

v j are connected and wi j = 0 if they are not connected.

• Closeness Centrality

The centrality of a node can also be related to its position in the network

with respect to the paths of information flow. A path from vi to v j is a

sequence of vertices and edges, such that each edge connects its preceding

with its succeeding vertex. In weighted networks, a cost criterion should

be specified in order to associate weights to distances. In a general

context, link weights usually do not represent the costs of connections,

but their strength, so the reciprocal of weights can be directly related to

their distance paths without loss of generality [46]. Let dG(i, j) be the

distance between vertices vi and v j, i.e. the shortest path among all the

paths connecting vi and v j that can be computed for example by using

Dijkstra’s algorithm[47]. Closeness centrality quantifies the proximity of

each node to the rest of the network and it is expressed as:

CCi =
1

∑
N
j=1 dG(i, j)

(2.3)

A high value of closeness means that a node is easily reached from all the

other nodes with few steps.

• Betweenness Centrality

Betweenness centrality is expressed as the fraction of the shortest paths

that pass through each node or edge [48]:

BCi = ∑
i̸= j ̸=t

σ jt(i)

σ jt
(2.4)

where σ jt denotes the number of shortest paths from v j to vt and σ jt(i)

denotes the number of shortest paths from v j to vt that pass through vi.
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Betweenness highlights nodes that, upon removal, would affect efficient

routing across the network.

• Eigenvector Centrality

The eigenvector centrality is an iterative centrality in which the influence

of a node is determined by the number and influence of its neighbors [49]:

EIGi =
1

λ

N

∑
j=1

wi jEIG j (2.5)

Where λ is the largest eigenvalue of W . Power iteration methods may be

used to find efficiently the dominant eigenvector [50].

• Pagerank centrality

Pagerank algorithm [51] is a variant of eigenvector centrality and was

developed by Google to rank websites. Pagerank assigns the importance

(i.e., PR centrality) to each web page by random walking on the network

resulting from the links among the pages. At first, each page has PR = 1;

then each page spreads the PR value to its neighbors according to the link

weights along the output connections. Finally, the importance of a page is

determined by both criteria of quality and quantity of the pages linked to

it. The PR value of a node vi at the step t is defined as:

PRi(t) =
N

∑
j=1

wi jPR j(t −1)

s j
(2.6)

The iterations will stop if the steady state of the PR values of all the pages

is reached.

• Clustering Coefficient

The clustering coefficient measures the density of links connecting a node

with its neighbors. If the neighbors of a node are also interconnected,

they form a cluster. Hence, the simplest nontrivial subgraph of clustered

elements of a network is a triangle of nodes. It is defined as:

Ci =
2

ki(ki −1)∑
j,k

(wi jw jkwki)
1/3 (2.7)

where ∑ j,k wi jw jkwki is sum of triangle intensities attached to the node vi

[52].
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• Modularity

A network can be composed by different communities of nodes which act

as specialized substructures whose mutual interaction define a hierarchical

organization of the network [53, 54]. Communities are defined by groups

of nodes that are more strongly connected to each other than all other

nodes of the network. Therefore, studying the modular architecture of a

network might unfold features concerning both network integration and

segregation.

Most of the existing community detection algorithms attempt to find opti-

mal partitions of a network in a divisive fashion manner, i.e., by starting

with a single cluster of all the nodes and refining divisions that delineate

cohesive subsets of observations [8]. In order to assess the quality of

a partition, these algorithms use a modularity index that compare the

intra-module connectivity with that expected by chance, as defined by a

network in which edges are randomly placed between nodes. At this aim,

a null model is established to estimate the number of edges that can be

expected to connect nodes within the same community by chance. So, the

index of modularity is expressed as the difference between the actually

within-module density of connections and that which is expected in the

corresponding null model [55]:

Q =
1

2E
∑
i j

(wi j − ei j)δ (mi,m j), (2.8)

where E = 1
2 ∑i j wi j is the total weight of the links of the network, ei j =

sis j/2E is weight of the edges linking nodes in the same community

expected by chance and δ (mi,m j) is taken to include only edges between

nodes within the same module. The index Q ranges between −1 and 1:

Q > 0 when the intra-module connectivity of the network is higher than

that expected by chance; Q = 0 when the actual intra-module connectivity

does not differ from that of the null model; Q < 0 a modular structure has

not been identified in the network.

Since the optimal partition of a network corresponds to the maximum

value of Q, the community detection algorithms implement optimization

procedures. Indeed, identifying the best partition should ideally require

the examination of all possible network partitions, but this is unreasonable

as the network size increases. Instead, a great variety of the widely-used
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community detection algorithms involve heuristic approaches to find a

partition with near-optimal value of Q [56].

2.2 Statistics and Machine Learning in Neuroscience

Topological features of brain networks can be used as reliable markers for char-

acterizing cognitive states, aging and diseases. In this light, statistical techniques

to infer significant differences among clinical populations have been specifically

developed [57]. Statistical analysis of the human brain connectivity principally

involves mass univariate hypothesis testing about local level properties (i.e.,

nodal or/and at edge-level) to identify the specific regions or connections that

are different between groups of healthy controls and patients. Although, on the

one hand, performing the same hypothesis simultaneously on many elements

within the brain allows an accurate localization of the areas significantly altered

or most affected by the disease, on the other hand, it also leads to a multiple

comparisons problem. The number of comparisons can be reduced through a

priori assumptions limiting the analysis to a subset of areas. Alternatively, the

problem of multiple comparisons can be tackled with statistical procedures such

as false discovery rate (FDR) [58] or more recent correction techniques which

take into account spatial correlation of brain areas [59].

In recent years, large efforts have been done to apply machine learning

tools in neuroscience studies. This approach treats the graph metrics as vector

components of an embedded space that represents the graph. Machine learning

offers predictive models that can automatically extract complex patterns among

multiple elements from large neuroimaging dataset in data-driven manner and

with relatively few assumptions and utilize these patterns for classification or

prediction [60]. In addition, machine learning techniques might successfully

address some issues related to diagnostic and clinical purposes [61]. In contrast

to mass univariate analysis, multivariate predictive models simultaneously eval-

uate sets of features to discriminate patients from controls. This has two direct

consequences:

a Multivariate patterns, i. e., specific combination of features, may result

better and more accurate biomarkers for specific diseases and disorders.

In fact, it is possible that the univariate methods may detect overlaps

between the two populations with respect to characteristics concerning

individual areas of the brain. On the other hand, multivariate techniques
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may have greater sensitivity when testing different configurations of the

feature space [62]. Indeed, statistically significant single features may not

yield high classification accuracy and vice versa [19, 63].

b Statistical approaches based on null hypothesis testing aim at finding

in-sample statistical differences while classification provides information

for each individual subject as the goal of classification algorithms is to

predict whether a single subject (i.e., an unseen or out-of-sample example)

belongs to one of the groups under investigation [19].

2.3 The Multidimensional Brain

The increasing availability of neurological data and the rapid development of

improved network analysis techniques has led to many advances in human

brain mapping. Many studies have explored the brain at various levels of

details, confirming its multi-scale nature [64]. In particular, the brain has shown

multiple spatial scales ranging from individual cells and synapses to large-

scale fiber tracts and brain regions; it can be defined over temporal scales with

precision ranging from milliseconds to the entire lifespan and can be explored

at different topological scales ranging from individual nodes to the whole

network. Current network modeling techniques have successfully captured

phenomenological aspects of the brain focusing on single level of details, e.g.,

by identifying characteristic network topologies for healthy and disease-affected

populations, by highlighting several areas important for the global efficiency of

the brain during some cognitive mechanisms and at rest and so on. However,

neuroimaging and physiological acquisition techniques offer different temporal

resolutions that allow observing a cognitive phenomenon at distinct time scales

and with multiple frequency bands. Moreover, each technique measures a

different aspect of neural dynamics so combining these information could

provide a better understanding of the “multidimensional” brain.

In multimodal imaging studies, two or more methods are used to collect

data from the same individual. The data are then jointly analyzed to capture the

cross-information in the existing data and important relationships that cannot be

detected by using a single modality. For example, such kind of analysis is often

exploited to understand how brain structure is coupled with brain functions, how

human behavior and cognition are driven by functional or structural aspects of

physiology and how different neural or metabolic signals are interrelated. Data-
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fusion techniques are adopted to properly combine multimodal information

in asymmetric way (e.g, when DTI is constrained by sMRI or fMRI data) or

in symmetric mode when all the modalities are equally treated with the same

external constraints. In symmetric data fusion, each modality is preprocessed to

extract representative features such as frequency fluctuations maps from resting

state functional data, FA maps from DTI, segmented GM from sMRI. Then,

relationships among features of the different modalities are assessed and used

to infer properties at group level [65].

The interactions between structural and functional connectivity have been

also modeled by means of multilayer networks. A multilayer network is an

extension of the network concept that enables multivariate connectivity data

to be represented through compact tensorial structures [66]. Each layer of

the tensor is a connectivity matrix that encodes a specific kind of connectivity

among its nodes. Formally, the component of a multilayer network of L layers

and N nodes is indicated by Miα
jβ

and it expresses the connectivity between

node i in layer α and node j in layer β . Although, in principle, any interlayer

connection is allowed between the nodes, in neuroscience applications generally

the multivariate model includes only connections between replica nodes (i.e.,

Miα
jβ
= 0 for any i ̸= j and α ̸= β , Miα

iβ
̸= 0 for α ̸= β ) [66]. In a recent work,

fMRI and DTI data have been used to construct a 2-layer network, whereby each

layer encodes a specific modality. A statistical framework has been exploited to

analyze the joint topological motifs of the multilayer brain architecture. The

results indicate a nontrivial coupling between functional brain dynamics at rest

and the underlying anatomical network [67].

The mathematical framework of multilayer networks extends some concepts

of complex networks [68] and offers a series of metrics to comprehensively

analyze the different interactions between brain components at multiple scales

[66]. As a matter of fact, multilayer analysis has also been applied to examine

the temporal and frequency dynamics of the brain.

As already stated, both functional and structural connectivity are not static

but instead fluctuate over timescales ranging from milliseconds to years. These

fluctuations have been extensively examined both in rest conditions and in the

presence of specific tasks, to such an extent that the term "chronnectome" has

been specifically defined to indicate a connectivity analysis model to investigate

nodal activity and time-varying connectivity patterns [69]. Time series data

collected from multiple brain regions or electrodes are windowed in time and

functional connectivity is inferred between the ROIs for each time window. A
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multilayer network is finally built where each layer represents the connectivity

pattern for a specific time window. This approach presents some weaknesses

such as the appropriate selection of the window length, as well as the temporal

overlapping that could avoid spurious fluctuations and the proper definition of

weights to assign to links connecting replica nodes between adjacent layers [66].

The multilayer formulation of dynamic connectivity nevertheless enables the ap-

plication of multilayer community detection algorithms which could solve some

of the problems that would otherwise arise in applying community detection at

each layer individually. Indeed these algorithms have some advantages: they

perform modularity maximization over the whole multidimensional structure,

resolving potential ambiguities on tracking a given community over time and

allowing the definition of new metrics to quantify the flexibility and stability

of community formation across layers [64]. Such new metrics have been suc-

cessfully used to study the reconfiguration of functional organization during

learning [70], aging [71] and increased executive functions [72].

Another approach for creating a multilayer network from brain activity

consists in decomposing the signal into several frequency bands for each ROI

and assessing statistical correlation between couple of regions for each of these

frequency bands. Interlayer links can be established among replica nodes with

weights inferred from data [73] or can correspond to correlation between couple

of signals across layers [74]. Multilayer frequency analysis has revealed new

insights into the functional interaction of brain areas at different frequencies.

For example, multilayer hubs have proven to be effective in discriminating

schizophrenic patients from healthy subjects [73] and in revealing loss of nodal

centrality in subjects affected by Alzheimer’s disease [75]. These findings also

confirm two important aspects concerning functional connectivity: (i) some fre-

quency components usually filtered out are actually important to determine the

interactions among brain regions; (ii) the multivariate analysis of all frequency

bands is able to highlight salient topological properties of the brain, which are

not detectable by univariate approaches.

2.4 Summary

In this chapter, the main steps needed to provide a complex network repre-

sentation of the human brain have been explained. In addition, some recent

advances in the study of connectivity with multivariate models that consider the

multi-scale interaction of the different brain components have been illustrated.
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The network analysis techniques here described will be widely used in the

following chapters.



Chapter 3

Synchronization in phase-space

3.1 A new synchronization index

Over the past few years, there has been an increasing interest in inferring

connectivity properties from fMRI data. Functional connectivity analysis aims

at assessing the strength of functional coupling between the signal responses

in distinct brain areas [43]. According to the complex network framework, the

anatomical regions of interest are the nodes of the network, connected by edges

resulting from the adopted interregional interaction metrics. Pairwise fMRI time

series connections are usually estimated through zero-lag correlation metrics,

leading to a weighted network whose links quantify the statistical similarity

between pairs of regions. Different preprocessing techniques and strategies are

also applied in order to extract only relevant information from the functional

network, e.g., by considering only a range of weights or by applying several

thresholds to filter out weak connections [76]. Functional connectivity studies

have revealed interesting insights on normal functional brain organization such

as property of small-worldness [77], modularity and presence of hub nodes [78],

as well as the existence of critical alterations of low-frequency neural activity

patterns in pathological conditions [79]. Among the proposed strategies, some

techniques are more established than others, even if there is still no agreement

on which ones are the most effective or appropriate.

A number of important questions regarding the identification of networks

has to be addressed before considering any analysis technique. Recent studies

have demonstrated that different edge definitions could affect the topological

properties of brain networks obtaining variable findings [80, 81]. Thus, proper-

ties like time resolution of the physiological time series under investigation, the
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effect of the observational noise, and the presence of nonlinear effects should

been taken into account for selecting measures for edge definition. The low

temporal resolution of fMRI data limits the number of methods that can be used

to assess the statistical interactions between the time series. Linear correlation

metrics, including Pearson’s correlation and partial correlation, have been used

in simulation environment and resting state studies, showing good performances

in estimating functional connections in both cases [81, 82]. On the other hand,

nonlinear phenomena in the human brain have been explored at various scales,

revealing complex coupling mechanisms in both resting state and task-based

neural activity [83, 14]. Most of the functional connectivity studies are focused

on configurations of intrinsic connectivity networks (ICNs) and therefore did

not assess complex connectivity patterns that can arise in the presence of a

cognitive task. Indeed, even if a steady intrinsic network architecture has been

found at rest and across a large number of tasks and conditions, task-evoked

changes of functional connectivity have been also documented, proving the

existence of task-specific network configurations [84]. Exploring topological

changes in functional networks when the neural activity is modulated by a cog-

nitive task could improve the understanding of some important mechanisms of

human cognition, e.g., the dynamic balancing of specialization and integration

of brain regions for supporting different cognitive loads [43] and the trade-off

between connection cost and topological efficiency in information processing

[85]. Assessing functional interactions during external tasks should require

metrics that (i) are sensitive to nonlinear coupling between time series and (ii)

are more robust with respect to noise.

In this chapter, a novel approach for quantifying functional coupling between

fMRI time series and constructing functional brain networks is presented. A

phase-space framework is used to map pairs of signals in their reconstructed

phase space, i.e. a topological representation of their behavior under all possible

initial conditions [13]. This method assumes that each signal represents a

projection of a higher-dimensional dynamical system evolving in time, whose

trajectories are embedded into a manifold, i.e., a region of its phase space. Cross

recurrence plots (CRPs) [86] are then employed to reduce the dimensionality

of the phase space and compare the trajectories of the interacting systems. A

synchronization metric is finally extracted from the CRP to assess the coupling

behavior of the time series.
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The proposed metric and the Pearson’s correlation coefficient are applied to

the fMRI data of a cohort of healthy subjects acquired during performance a

working memory task to construct weighted networks.

At macroscopic level, functional related brain regions exhibit similar BOLD

responses. These groups of regions form dense communities that reflect the

functional organization of the brain and whose properties can be linked to the

topological features of the task-evoked network configuration [87, 88]. The

analysis carried out in this thesis aims at investigating some properties of

the modular structure of task-evoked functional networks obtained with the

Pearson’s correlation metric and the proposed synchronization index in order

to understand which index can better highlight the functional organization of

distinct sub-systems involved in the specific working memory task. Therefore,

a modularity algorithm is used to determine the community structure of each

functional network. The within-group similarity of communities is evaluated

and exploited to verify whether the metrics are sufficiently robust against noise

and effective to reveal correlation even in presence of external stimuli. The

rationale underlying this choice is that community structure of a group of healthy

subject is expected to be highly consistent in presence of the same task.

3.2 Data

3.2.1 Subjects

50 healthy subjects (age: mean = 25, standard deviation SD = 6; 24 females)

were included in this study. All of them were evaluated using the Non-Patient

Structured Clinical Interview for DSM-IV [89] to exclude any psychiatric

condition. Other exclusion criteria were: a significant history of drug or alcohol

abuse, active drug abuse in the previous year, experience of a head trauma

with loss of consciousness and any other significant medical condition. Socio-

economic status (Hollingshead Four Factor Index, [90]), handedness (Edinburgh

Inventory) [91] and total IQ (WAIS-R [92]) were also measured (see Table 3.1 ).

The present study was approved by the local ethics committee (Comitato Etico

Locale Indipendente Azienda Ospedaliera “Ospedale Policlinico Consorziale”

Bari). Written informed consent was obtained by all participants after a complete

description of the procedures, in accordance with the Helsinki Declaration.
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Table 3.1 Demographic data of the healthy cohort (mean ± standard deviation).

Demographic Data

Age (years) 25±6
Gender (M/F) 26/24
Handedness 0.60±0.55
Socio-economic status 39±17
IQ 114±4

3.2.2 fMRI Task

Participants performed the N-Back working memory task, in which a sequence

of stimuli is presented and the subject has to remember the stimulus from

"N" steps earlier. The stimuli consisted of numbers (1-4) presented in random

sequence and displayed at the points of a diamond-shaped box. The control

condition (0-back) simply required the subjects to identify the current stimulus.

In the working memory condition, the task required the collection of a stimulus

seen two stimuli earlier (2-Back). The task was organized in a block design,

consisting of eight alternating 0-back and 2-back conditions, each lasting 30

seconds. Each 30 sec. block includes 14 n-back trials with an inter-stimuli

interval of 2000 ms. Each run lasted 4 minutes and 8 seconds, from which

dummy scans were acquired and discarded, obtaining 120 volumes.

3.2.3 fMRI Data

Echo planar imaging blood oxygenation level dependent fMRI data were ac-

quired on a GE Signa 3T scanner (GE Healthcare) equipped with a standard

quadrature head coil. A gradient-echo planar imaging sequence (repetition time,

2000 ms; echo time, 30 ms; thickness, 4 mm; gap, 1 mm; flip angle, 90°; field

of view, 24 cm; and matrix, 64× 64) was used to acquire images while the

subjects performed the tasks.

Images were pre-processed using Statistical Parametric Mapping 8 software

(SPM8; http://www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm). Images were realigned to the first

volume in the time series to correct for head motion (< 2 mm translation, < 1°

rotation), re-sampled to a 2 mm isotropic voxel size, spatially normalized into a

standard stereotactic space (Montreal Neurological Institute template) using a

12 parameter nonlinear warping and smoothed to minimize noise and residual

differences in gyral anatomy with a Gaussian filter, set at 6 mm full-width at

half-maximum.
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3.3 Algorithms

3.3.1 Network construction

The brain volume of each subject was divided in 246 non-overlapping anatomi-

cal regions of interest according to the Brainnetome Atlas [93]. Thirty regions

from the most ventral part of the brain not acquired during scans were discarded

and are not included in the following analysis. For each of the 216 remaining

ROIs, a single time series was extracted by averaging the fMRI time series over

all the voxels within the ROI. The time series were high-pass filtered (cutoff fre-

quency 1/128s). For each subject, functional connectivity between all pairwise

combinations of ROI time series was assessed:

• by calculating their Pearson’s correlation coefficient;

• by computing their CRP and then by calculating their synchronization

index (SYNC) as described in the following subsection.

Finally, for each subject, two undirected weighted networks were identified,

whose edges resulted from:

1. the signed pairwise Pearson’s correlation coefficients;

2. the SYNC indexes.

3.3.2 Synchronization index

A state of a system is defined by the values of the variables that describe it at

a given time. When such system evolves in time, the sequence of all its states

forms a trajectory in the phase space, i.e., a multidimensional space whose

dimension depends on the number of the variables of the system. Starting from

different initial conditions, a real physical dissipative system tends to evolve in

similar ways, such that its trajectories converge in a region of the phase space

called attractor which represents the steady-state behavior of the system [13].

In experimental contexts, where the time series {ui}
N
i=1 obtained from the

sampling of a single observable variable, is available, it is possible to reconstruct

the phase space of the system under investigation by means of the Takens’s

Theorem [94]. Accordingly, a state in the reconstructed phase space is given

by a m-dimensional time delay embedded vector obtained from time delayed

versions of the output signals as:
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x⃗i =
(

ui,ui+τ , . . . ,ui+(m−1)τ

)

(3.1)

where m is the embedding dimension end τ is the time delay.

Both parameters have to be properly selected to avoid redundancy in the

phase space. The dimension m of the reconstructed phase space should be large

enough to preserve the properties of the dynamical system (m ≥ 2D+1, where

D is the correlation dimension of the original phase space). The correct time

delay τ should be chosen by determining when the samples of the time series

are independent enough to be useful as coordinates of the time delayed vectors.

For the estimation of the embedding parameters m and τ several techniques

have been proposed. As an example, the first local minimum of average mutual

information algorithm [95] can be used to select the proper time delay. The

minimum embedding dimension is usually estimated through the false nearest-

neighbors (FNN) algorithm [96].

The trajectories of two distinct systems with the same embedding parameters

can be compared in a CRP [86], a matrix whose entries include information

on the degree of closeness of each state of the first system with each state of

the second system. In detail, for two systems with trajectories respectively x⃗i

(i = 1, ...,N) and y⃗ j ( j = 1, ...,N), the CRP is defined as:

CRi, j(ε) = Θ
(

ε −||⃗xi − y⃗ j||
)

(3.2)

where Θ is the Heaviside function, ε is a threshold for closeness, N is the

number of considered states for each system and || · || a norm function. A generic

entry CRi, j in the resulting N ×N array is set to one if the distance between the

points x⃗i and y⃗ j is smaller than the threshold ε or to zero elsewhere.

The value of the parameter ε must be estimated carefully, as it influences the

creation of structures in the plot. The selection of an appropriate value for the

threshold ε can be made by taking into account the influence of the observational

noise that could affect the experimental measures and the minimum distance

between the trajectories of the two systems. In general, choosing ε equal to few

percent of the maximum phase space diameter, could ensure a sufficient number

of structures in the cross recurrence plot [97], while the appearance of artifacts

could be avoided by considering the signal to noise ratio for the underlying

physical systems [98].

A CRP exhibits characteristic patterns that show local time relationships of

the segments of the trajectories of the two interacting systems. Typical structures
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include single dots, diagonal lines and vertical and horizontal lines. Diagonal

lines occur when the evolution of the states is similar at different times and their

lengths are related to the periods during which the two systems move in similar

ways remaining close to each other [99]. A CRP can also exhibit the main

diagonal known as line of synchronization (LOS) . The presence of LOS implies

the identity of the states of the two systems in the same time intervals, i.e. the

(i, i) states, so its structure can be analyzed to extract information about the

synchronization of the two time series [100]. In particular, the presence of LOS

suggests that the two time series are fully synchronized, while discontinuities

appear when the two signals do not have the same frequency and the same

phase. Hence, the synchronization time (SYNC) has been defined as a metric

to quantify the mean period during which the two systems are synchronized in

order to reflect the dynamical synchronization behavior of the series throughout

the observation period. SYNC is proportional to the ratio of the sum of the

lengths of the subsegments l j along the LOS to the total number of samples N:

SY NC =
1

N

∑
Nd

j=1 l j

Nd

(3.3)

where Nd is the total number of subsegments.

For a visual reference see Figure 3.1. In Figure 3.1A two fMRI unsyn-

chronized time series are compared and in Figure 3.1B are shown two fully

synchronized fMRI time series. It is worth noting that in the first case there are

discontinuities of LOS, while in the second case the LOS is continuous. Their

SYNC values are respectively 0.05 and 1.

3.3.3 Modularity detection

Several community detection methods have been proposed to find an optimum

partition of the nodes into non-overlapped communities, i.e. clusters of nodes

that are more densely connected to each other than to other nodes in the network

[101–103]. All these methods aim at maximizing a modularity metric that

evaluates the quality of a partition by comparing the density of connections

within a community to that expected in a random network. Here, the Louvain

algorithm [103] has been used to find communities of ROIs in the two functional

networks obtaining two partitions for each subject. The Louvain method is

divided in two phases that are repeated iteratively. The first step favors local

optimizations of modularity, while during the second step the communities
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Fig. 3.1 Pairs of fMRI time series and their CRPs for A) Occipital Inferior L and
Frontal Medial Orbital L (SYNC=0.05); B) Occipital Superior L and Occipital
Superior R (SYNC=1).

found in the first step define a new coarse-grained network to be evaluated.

This algorithm was chosen because it is fast and seems to be less affected

by the resolution limit problem (i.e. the capability to detect modules smaller

than a certain size) thanks to its multi-level nature. This method optimizes the

modularity function defined as:

Q =
1

2m
∑
i, j

[

Ai, j −
kik j

2m

]

δ (ci,c j) (3.4)

where Ai, j is the link between nodes i and j, ki is the sum of the weights of the

links attached to node i, ci is the community assigned to the node i, m is the

sum of all of the links of the networks and δ is the δ function.

3.3.4 Statistical analysis of modularity

A statistical framework was adopted in order to compare the partitions of all the

subjects for each functional network [104].
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The normalized mutual information (NMI) [105] was used to assess the

similarity between a couple of community partitions. For two networks with

partitions respectively A and B, it is defined as:

NMI(A,B) = 2
I(A,B)

[H(A)+H(B)]
(3.5)

where I(A,B) is the mutual information between the two partitions, H(A) and

H(B) are the entropy of A and B. This metric ranges between zero (if A and B

are completely independent) and one (if A and B are identical).

The statistical relevance of the within-group community structure similarity

was evaluated through a permutation test. First, a randomly rewired version of

each functional network was generated preserving weights, density and degree

sequence, resulting in two groups of networks: the actual and its randomized

matching network. Then, the NMI was calculated between all the possible pairs

of network partitions within each group. A null distribution was generated by

randomizing group labels 10000 times and by calculating the the permuted

within-group mean NMI at each permutation. Finally, a p-value was assigned as

the number of times that the permuted within-group mean-similarity was greater

than the actual within-group similarity, divided by the number of permutations.

In order to inspect the consistency of node assignments to specific functional

communities, further analyses on the networks were carried out. Since the labels

of modules are arbitrarily assigned by the community detection algorithm at

each iteration, it is necessary to match the partition values across the subjects for

visualizing the group level community structure. This problem can be overcome

by finding a template partition as a reference and by reassigning the labels of

communities to match the template, while preserving the distinctions between

different modules in each partition [104]. In this algorithm, the partitions of

each network for both metrics were matched to the most representative network

partition of the group, i.e. the median determined by pairwise NMI. Once

the labels of partitions are reassigned, it is possible to assess the within group

consistency of each ROI in community membership by counting the number of

occurrences with which a ROI appears with a particular label.
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3.4 Results

3.4.1 CRP parameters

A subset of 5000 BOLD time series from the whole dataset were randomly

selected and the FNN algorithm was applied for estimating the embedding

dimension and the first local minimum of the averaged mutual information

for selecting the proper time delay. The following results were obtained: m =

5.2±0.75 and τ = 1.4±0.66, so the embedding parameters were set to m = 6

and τ = 1. Following the criteria reported in [97] and [98], the range [1.2−1.8]

were identified for the threshold ε . The analysis was carried out with the average

value of the range, setting ε = 1.5.

3.4.2 Statistical analysis of modularity

Permutation tests reveal significant differences of modularity structures between

all the functional networks and their randomly rewired versions (p = 0 for

both the couples), indicating different modular decompositions compared to

the null models. However, as shown in Figure 3.2a, the Pearson’s networks,

exhibit within-group NMI values much lower than those obtained by means

of the SYNC metric (see Table 3.2 for mean, median and interquartile range

quantities). The nonparametric Wilcoxon rank sum test confirmed significant

differences between NMI values of SYNC and those of the Pearson’s metric (p-

value p = 3.041̇0−87, α = 0.05). The range of NMI values of SYNC networks

are also comparable to those found among control healthy subjects in resting

studies at different threshold values of network density [104]. These results

suggest that the functional networks constructed with the SYNC metric share

more modularity structures than the Pearson’s networks and exhibit also a higher

signal-to-noise ratio.

Table 3.2 Mean; median (interquartile range) quantities of NMI and Q distribu-
tions for the metrics Synchronization and Pearson’s correlation.

Distributions NMI Q
Synchronization 0.24;0.23 (0.11) 0.17;0.17 (0.04)
Pearson 0.15;0.14 (0.15) 0.11;0.11 (0.07)

In addition, the modularity index Q was evaluated. This index ranges

between 0 and 1 and measures the density of links inside communities as

compared to links between communities. As shown in Figure 3.2b, the two
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(a) (b)

Fig. 3.2 Violin plots of a) within-group NMI distributions and b) Q distributions
for Synchronization and Pearson’s correlation connectivity metrics with their
randomized matching networks (in gray).

distributions are significantly different from their random versions (permutation

tests: p=0 for both pairings) and the modularity index of the networks obtained

with the SYNC metric is higher than that of the Pearson’s networks (p-value

resulting from the nonparametric Wilcoxon rank sum test p = 3.52 · 10−8,

α = 0.05).

3.4.3 Comparison of modular partitions in SYNC and Pear-

son’s networks

Since connectivity measures were computed on a time series derived from

a working memory task, it was expected to find modules related to working

memory performance involving the fronto-parietal network [106] to motor

activity related with the 0-back task [107], and to the default mode network,

which is deactived when performing the task [108]. Figure 3.3 shows the five

modules detected by the Louvain algorithm at group level. The first module

includes areas critical for visuo-spatial memory and closely resembles the

classical fronto-parietal network. In contrast, the second module includes more

medial regions, with nodes belonging both to the anterior and the posterior

default mode networks [109, 110]. The third module overlaps widely with the

sensory-motor network, including pre- and post-central nodes but also areas

of the temporal lobe involved in auditory perception. Interestingly, the fourth

and fifth module map almost exclusively to subcortical regions, including the

dorsal basal ganglia and the thalamus with the ventral striatum, respectively.
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These regions are involved in working memory performance [111, 112], but it is

intriguing to notice that the technique here employed parsed the connectivity of

cortical and subcortical regions based on the time series of activations, yielding

anatomic information just based on functional activity patterns. Figure 3.4

shows the two communities identified at group level for the Pearson’s networks.

The first module comprises most of the ROIs mapped in the first community

of the SYNC networks, while the rest of the ROIs are included in the second

module.

The consistency of the assignment of brain regions to functional modules

for the SYNC networks is shown in Figure 3.5. As it can been seen, all the

ROIs within the fronto-parietal network are the most consistent among the

subjects; in contrast, some nodes from the medial temporal lobes, insular

gyrus and globus pallidus are assigned less uniformly to the same community

across the subjects. These findings are in line with the crucial involvement

of the frontal parietal network in working memory processing [113]. As this

map resembles closely an activity group map, these findings highlight that

the connectivity assessment developed is sensitive to the functional role of

the modules identified. Overall, the network parsing obtained by the novel

technique reveals a pattern of coupling between brain regions consistent with

known models of activation and deactivation during task performance. In

Figure 3.6 is shown the within group consistency of each ROI in community

membership for Pearson’s networks. Although the overall consistency seems

generally higher due to the lower number of communities (two versus five),

a direct comparison with the SYNC networks is possible only for the first

module. The one-sided hypothesis Wilcoxon rank sum test confirmed a greater

consistency of the ROIs within the first module for the SYNC matrices (median

values of consistency: msync = 85.5, mpearson = 82, p = 0.0096, α = 0.05)

proving a better identification of the fronto-parietal network across the subjects

in such matrices.

3.5 Discussion

In the current study, a modularity analysis is applied to networks defined with

both the proposed SYNC index and the Pearson’s correlation coefficient in order

to investigate the task-related functional organization of the brain. Modularity is

implicitly related to significant self-regulating mechanisms of the human brain:

efficient dense within module processing and sparse fast integration among
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Fig. 3.3 The five group level functional communities detected in SYNC net-
works. In each row, a single community is shown in four brain views (left side,
right side, top side and bottom side).

sub-systems reduce noise propagation and latency [114]. Thus, this feature

is strictly connected to critical functional organization between brain systems

that are specialized to carry out different tasks: modularity is expected to be

greater for optimal system organizations, while decreased modularity implies

that there are less intra-modular edges than inter-modular edges [3]. A low level

of modularity would not be compatible with a fast adaptation of the human brain

in response to external stimuli. Indeed, lack of highly specialized modules may

not allow a rapid execution of complex cognitive task [3, 115]. Consistently, a
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Fig. 3.4 The two group level functional communities detected in Pearson’s
networks. In each row, a single community is shown in four brain views (left
side, right side, top side and bottom side).

Fig. 3.5 Consistency of the assignment of brain regions to modules measured as
the frequency of occurrence of the node with a specific label (in percent) for
SYNC networks.

decreased modularity has been associated with brain disorders characterized

by abnormal cognitive processing and has been found as a marker of abnormal

brain network development [116–118]. Moreover, there is evidence that, while

the adaptation speed of the functional organization of the brain is not critical

among healthy individuals that perform a specific task, modularity is stable

across time, suggesting the existence of latent specific task-related modular
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Fig. 3.6 Consistency of the assignment of brain regions to modules measured as
the frequency of occurrence of the node with a specific label (in percent) for
Pearson’s networks.

configurations [70, 87]. The statistical analysis of modularity reveals that a

greater structure homogeneity and a higher number of functional communities

activated during the working memory task seem to be better identified in SYNC

networks, while the Pearson’s correlation does not reflect such features expected

in a healthy population. In detail, the SYNC networks showed both higher NMI

and Q values thus indicating that the extracted modular partitions are more

similar to each other across the population and exhibit a clearer division into

communities. Indeed the modularity index Q statistically quantifies the goodness

of a hard partition as its value is related to the difference between the within-

module interactions and the between-module interactions [72]. Furthermore,

the consistency analysis in which the partitions of each subject is compared with

the median partition of the population, points out two results: (i) both networks

show at the group level a similar first community that resembles the fronto-

parietal network, but in the SYNC networks other modules that map to systems

engaged during working memory performance are detected; (ii) the statistical

comparison of the ROIs within the first module highlight a greater consistency

of such task-related regions in SYNC networks. These findings suggest that a

problem of community resolution is evident in Pearson’s networks, whereas all

the regions not included in the first module, are identified in a single community

without distinction among sensory-motor network, default mode network and
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subcortical areas and that even the fronto-parietal network is identified more

weakly across the population.

In this framework, the same community detection algorithm was applied

to both kinds of networks. Since the algorithm generates a node partition

of a connectivity matrix, some properties of the index used to identify the

network such as sensitivity to noise and to complex interaction mechanisms

occurring among the brain regions, could affect the degree of partition of

the network into communities. Several brain connectivity metrics have been

proposed as alternatives to Pearson’s correlation coefficient. Coherence and

partial coherence analysis were applied to fMRI data to extend linear metrics of

zero-lag correlation. These spectral measures estimate the linear time-invariant

relationship between time series by using phase and magnitude information

for all the time lags [80]. Both coherence and partial coherence were proved

effective in overcoming an important limitation of the zero-lag correlation, i.e.,

its sensitivity to the shape of the regional haemodynamic response function that

could results in spurious correlations of the underlying neural activity. In the last

two decades, there has been a growing interest in developing new connectivity

metrics sensitive to both linear and nonlinear interactions in human brain. In

fact, the spatiotemporal nonlinearity was shown to be an important feature

of the BOLD signal that should be considered to properly characterize the

complex interactions between brain regions. In [119] a phase space multivariate

approach was adopted to investigate the nonlinear properties of resting state

fMRI data. The dynamics of the signals were reconstructed by using the

time-delay embedding of some principal components of the fMRI data and

the correlation dimension and the spatiotemporal Lyapunov exponents were

calculated to assess the nonlinear fractal property and the chaotic dynamic

behavior of the signals. A surrogate data test confirmed an inherent deterministic

nonlinear behavior in fMRI fluctuations. Other methods for exploring the

dynamic behavior of physiological signals have been proposed. Recurrence

plots and recurrence quantitative analysis of the structures therein contained

were used to examine the recurrence properties of dynamic systems [99]. As an

example, in [120] RQA was employed as a univariate data-driven technique to

quantify recurrent patterns in fMRI data. This technique involves the projection

of each time series in the phase space from which a recurrence plot is obtained.

Several numerical descriptors are then used to quantify recurrent patterns in each

time series. This method has been developed as an alternative to general linear

model and probabilistic independent component analysis in activation studies.
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The underlying idea is that single-voxel signals become more regular in response

to a stimulus, so RQA can detect the most active voxels without any model

assumption. Recurrence plots and RQA were proved successful in analysing

very noisy and nonstationary signals. These methods offer a set of metrics able

to capture comprehensively the dynamic behavior of a system in the phase space.

Some studies confirmed their effectiveness also for the analysis of EEG and

MEG data, particularly for detecting functional anomalies in several diseases

[15, 121–123]. Cross recurrence plots are bivariate extensions of the recurrence

plots, that consist in two-dimensional matrices showing the interactions of pairs

of signals in the phase space. The proposed index, extracted from the CRP,

represents an intuitively interpretable generalized dynamic synchronization

metric that could be used to extend the set of known RQA measures.

3.6 Summary

In this Chapter, a new synchronization-based metric is proposed to assess func-

tional connectivity in human brain. The metric is a generalized synchronization

measure that takes into account both the amplitude and phase coupling between

pairs of fMRI series. This method differs from the correlation measures used in

the literature, as it is more sensitive to nonlinear coupling phenomena between

time series and it is more robust against the physiological noise. In order to

probe these latter two aspects, a modularity analysis of task-related fMRI net-

works of a cohort of healthy subjects built with the new proposed metric was

performed. The aim was to verify whether the new metric was able to return

networks whose functional modules were coherent with the actual organization

of the brain regions during the task-based activity.

Here, unthresholded complete connectivity matrices were considered to test

the effectiveness of the synchronization against noise and spurious correlations.

Indeed unthresholded networks have lower signal-to-noise ratio as the most

important links do not stand out among all the weights. By comparing the

networks constructed by means of the proposed metric with those obtained

through the Pearson’s coefficient, it seems that the synchronization metric better

reflects the task-related network structure for number of detected communities,

for the functional organization of the ROIs and for greater consistency of

communities across the subjects.



Chapter 4

A multidimensional phase-space

approach

4.1 Cross Recurrence Quantitative Analysis

In Chapter 3, an efficient way to explore the dynamic behavior of the trajectories

of interacting systems in phase space has been described. Besides the proposed

synchronization metric, several complex metrics exist to perform a formal

quantification of graphical patterns of RPs and CRPs that have been proven to

be useful in a great variety of context [124, 125]. RQA is a model-free analysis

that includes a set of indices, each related to specific complex phenomena

occurring in phase space. Hence, its application to brain signal analysis could

reveal changing dynamics, critical events and distinctive features of cognitive

states and diseases.

In this chapter, a framework based on both CRPs and graph analysis aimed at

capturing dynamic changes of functional connectivity and providing straightfor-

ward markers of the dynamic states in brain activity to characterize pathological

conditions in a clinical context is presented. The principal idea underlying this

analysis is that if each RQA metric is representative of a dynamic phenomenon

in the phase space, a multivariate model that uses simultaneously all the mea-

surements extracted from the CRP, could describe more completely the dynamic

behavior of the interacting systems. The fMRI data of a cohort of subjects

including normal controls and schizophrenic patients acquired during a simple

executive condition and a working memory task, were used to verify whether

the new markers could reflect different cognitive loads and detect differences

between the groups of subjects.
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4.2 Data

4.2.1 Subjects

127 healthy subjects (age: mean = 26, standard deviation SD = 7; 61 females)

and and 127 subjects suffering from schizophrenia (age: mean = 31, standard

deviation SD = 7; 47 females) were included in this study. Control subjects

were evaluated using the Non-Patient Structured Clinical Interview for DSM-IV

[89] to exclude any psychiatric condition. Other exclusion criteria were: a

significant history of drug or alcohol abuse, active drug abuse in the previous

year, experience of a head trauma with loss of consciousness and any other

significant medical condition. The present study was approved by the local

ethics committee (Comitato Etico Locale Indipendente Azienda Ospedaliera

“Ospedale Policlinico Consorziale” Bari). Written informed consent was ob-

tained by all participants after a complete description of the procedures, in

accordance with the Helsinki Declaration.

4.2.2 fMRI task and data

Participants performed both the 2-Back working memory task, and 0-back task

as described in Section 3.2.2. The 0-back task was organized in a block design,

consisting of eight alternating 0-back and resting conditions, each lasting 30

seconds. fMRI data were preprocessed as described in Section 3.2.3.

4.3 The general framework

The general framework is shown in Figure 4.1. Each step is described in the

following sections.

4.3.1 Multi-recurrence layers construction

The brain volume of each subject was divided in 120 non-overlapping anatomi-

cal regions of interest according to the AAL Atlas [37]. Sixteen regions from

the most ventral part of the brain not acquired during scans were discarded and

are not included in the following analysis. For each of the 100 remaining ROIs,

a single time series was extracted by averaging the fMRI time series over all the

voxels within the ROI. The time series were high-pass filtered (cutoff frequency
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Fig. 4.1 Multi-recurrence dynamic framework.

1/128s). For each subject, functional connectivity between all pairwise com-

binations of ROI time series was assessed by computing their CRP and then

by calculating the 15 RQA metrics as described in the following subsection

resulting in 15 connectivity matrices. A tensor structure with 15 undirected

weighted networks as layers is finally composed of all the 15 connectivity matri-

ces. Strength, betweenness, clustering coefficient and pagerank centrality have

been extracted from each layer and for each node of the network, resulting in

a 254× 6000 matrix, in which each feature is labelled as: rqa layer - graph

metric - roi according to the layer from which it belongs, the graph metric and

the node (ROI) of the network.

4.3.2 RQA metrics

As already mentioned in the previous chapter, the graphical patterns of a CRP

are related to similarities and differences between the dynamic evolutions of

the couple of systems under investigation. Single, isolated recurrence points

indicate rare states that can appear due to noise. Diagonal lines occur when the

evolution of the states is similar at different times. Vertical and horizontal black

lines mark time periods in which the sequence of states change very slowly or
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do not change at all, while vertical and horizontal white bands result from states

which occur rarely.

The analytical evaluation of the geometric structures of the CRPs involves a

set of complex measures, mostly based on the distribution of the lengths of the

diagonal and vertical/horizontal lines in the plot [126, 99].

In this thesis, five major classes of measures defined as follows are consid-

ered:

1. Recurrence density - based measures. The simplest measure is the recur-

rence rate (RR) , a generalization of the cross correlation sum:

RR =
1

N2

N

∑
i, j=1

CRi, j (4.1)

2. Measures based on the distribution P(l) of lengths l of the diagonal lines.

Among these:

• the determinism (DET ) is the ratio of the recurrence points that

form diagonal structures to all points:

DET =
∑

N
l=lmin

lP(l)

∑
N
l=1 lP(l)

(4.2)

• The average diagonal line length (ADL) is the average time in which

two segments of the trajectory move close together:

ADL =
∑

N
l=lmin

lP(l)

∑
N
l=1 P(l)

(4.3)

• The length of the longest diagonal line (LLD) found in the CRP

is related to maximal time period in which the two systems are

synchronized:

LLD =
(

{li}
Nl

i=1

)

, (4.4)

where Nl is the total number of diagonal lines.

• The entropy of diagonal length (EDL) shows the complexity of the

diagonal lines in a CRP. It is the Shannon entropy of the probability
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p(l) to find a diagonal line of length l in the plot:

EDL =−
N

∑
l=lmin

p(l) ln p(l) (4.5)

3. Measures based on the distribution P(v) of vertical line lengths v. This

distribution is used to quantify laminar phases during which the states of

the systems change very slowly.

• The ratio of recurrence points forming vertical structures to all

recurrence points of the CRP is called laminarity (LAM) :

LAM =
∑

N
v=vmin

vP(v)

∑
N
l=1 vP(v)

(4.6)

where Nv is the total number of diagonal lines.

• The average length of vertical lines (T T ) is the trapping time and

represents the average time in which the systems are trapped into a

specific state:

T T =
∑

N
v=vmin

vP(v)

∑
N
v=1 P(v)

(4.7)

• The length of the longest vertical line (LLV ) is analogous to LLD

for the vertical lines:

LLV =
(

{vl}
Nv

l=1

)

(4.8)

• From a CRP it is possible to extrapolate the recurrence times. Let’s

consider the recurrence points of the ith row
{

CRi, j

}N

j=1 which

correspond to the set of points of the trajectory which fall into the

ε-neighborhood of an arbitrary chosen point at i. The recurrence

times between these recurrence points (recurrence times of first type)

are:

{RT 1k = jk+1 − jk}k∈N (4.9)

Removing all consecutive recurrence points with RT 1k = 1 to avoid

tangential motion the recurrence times of second type are:

{

RT 2k = j′k+1 − j′k
}

k∈N
(4.10)
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where the set of the remaining recurrence points is used. It turns

out that RT 2 measures the time distance between the beginning

of subsequent recurrence structures in the CRP along the vertical

direction and it can be considered as an estimate of the average of

the lengths of white vertical lines in a column of the plot.

• The normalized entropy of the recurrence time distribution (RPDE)

of the time series P(t) is defined as:

RPDE =−(lnTmax)
−1

Tmax

∑
t=1

P(t)lnP(t) (4.11)

where Tmax is the largest recurrence value.

4. Recurrence network - based measures. A CRP can be interpreted as the

adjacency matrix of a graph G(V,E), whose links E connect the set of

vertices V that represent neighbor points in phase space. Topological prop-

erties of recurrence networks have been related to statistical properties of

the phase space density, revealing further complex dynamical aspects of

time series. In particular, some network-based metrics have been associ-

ated with invariant characteristics of phase space, i.e., independent from a

particular embedding [127].

• The transitivity (T RANS) of a CRP is defined as the ratio of the

number of close triangles λG to the number of subgraphs with 2

edges and 3 vertices τG in the network:

T RANS =
3λG

τG

(4.12)

It can be seen as a quantitative measure of the geometric structural

complexity of the trajectories in phase space [128].

5. LOS - based measures. In addition to the SYNC metric, other two metrics

were defined to quantify the temporal synchronization behavior of the

two systems. In detail:
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• Hard Synchronization (HARD SY NC), a binary response variable

that gives information about the presence/absence of the LOS:

HARD SY NC =







1, if CRi,i = 1,∀i = 1, . . . ,N

0, otherwise
(4.13)

• The entropy of LOS (ENT R LOS) is the Shannon entropy of the

probability p(d) to find a subsegment of length d along the LOS

and is an index of the complexity of the synchronization periods of

the two time series:

ENT R LOS =−
N

∑
d=1

p(d) ln p(d) (4.14)

4.3.3 The statistical framework

A statistical framework was developed in order to select only the most significant

features among the 6000 for the binary classification problem. As stated in

Chapter 2, mass univariate hypothesis tests detect the cross-group differences by

comparing each feature individually across the two populations. This technique

is effective in describing the most important differences between two classes but

has some limitations. The aim of the analysis is to identify the subset of features

that maximally discriminates between the two classes, in order to both verify the

presence of particular dynamic phenomena that characterize the two populations,

and to build a model able to predict if a new subject belongs to one of the two

classes. Hence, a multivariate machine learning approach has been integrated

with some statistical techniques to ensure the stability of the performance values

achieved by the model. Briefly, a Support Vector Machine (SVM) classifier was

used to identify multivariate patterns of multi-recurrence connectivity related to

the diagnostic groups. The 70% of the data were used as training set for training

the model. This set was bootstrapped 200 times to perform a robust feature

selection.The best subset in terms of classification performances was selected

to train a final model which was tested on an independent test composed by

the remaining 30% of the data. The main steps of the framework are shown in

Figure 4.2 and are described in the following sections more in detail.

Feature Selection

Feature selection techniques are powerful tools that attempts to:
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Fig. 4.2 Statistical framework to select the most discriminative features for both
the experiments. A nested feature selection was performed on the training set
in each round of the k-fold validation. Then 200 stepwise SVM models were
trained by progressive increasing the training set size. A consensus ranking
procedure was used to select the most stable features with the highest accuracy.
At the end, a final model was tested on an independent test.
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• removing irrelevant, noisy and redundant features, with the aim to avoid

overfitting and improving classification performance;

• improving the computational complexity of the learning algorithm;

• providing a deeper insight into the data, highlighting which features are

most informative for classification.

Feature selection algorithms are divided into three categories: filters, wrap-

pers and embedded methods [129]. Filters evaluate each feature without inter-

action with classifiers by using several criteria related to correlations among

features or amount of shared information. Wrappers find a feature subset that

has the minimum cross-validation error on the training data, treating the classi-

fier as a black box. Searching methods such as sequential forward selection and

simulate annealing are examples of wrappers. Embedded methods incorporate

variable selection as part of the training process.

In this thesis, Support Vector Machine-Recursive Feature Elimination (SVM-

RFE) , which integrates in a single consistent framework both feature selection

and pattern classification, was selected to perform feature selection. SVM-RFE

is an embedded method, introduced by Guyon et al. [130] in the context of

gene selection for cancer classification: gene redundancy was automatically

eliminated and better gene subsets were obtained compared to state-of-the-art

methods.

The main intuition of SVMs is to find a separating hyperplane with the

largest possible margin on either side [131]. A particularity of the algorithm is

that the weights wi of the decision function D(x) are a function of only a small

subset of the training examples, called “support vectors”. Given the training

examples {x1,x2, . . . ,xn} and class labels {y1,y2, . . . ,yn}, the following cost

function is minimized over αk:

J =
1

2 ∑
hk

yhykαhαk(xh · xk +λδhk)−∑
k

αk (4.15)

with 0 ≤ αk ≤C and ∑k αkyk = 0. λ and C are positive constants ensuring

that the problem has a solution in case the data are not linearly separable; δhk is

the Kronecker symbol. The resulting decision function is:

D(x) = w · x+b (4.16)
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where w = ∑k αkykxk and b = ⟨yk −w · xk⟩k. The weight vector w is a linear

combination of the training examples. Most weights αk are zero. The training

examples with non-zero weights are the support vectors.

Recursive feature elimination, in its broad sense:

1. train the classifier;

2. compute a ranking criterion for all features;

3. remove the feature with smallest ranking criterion, as it has the least effect

on classification.

This process is iteratively computed until all the features have been removed.

SVM-RFE is intimately related to the SVM model, as the ranking criterion for

feature k is the square of the k-th element of w: J(k) = w2
k . In particular, in this

work, the SVM-RFE with correlation bias reduction, as proposed in [132], has

been adopted. In the original formulation of SVM-RFE, one problem is not

addressed: when some of the features are highly correlated, the assessing criteria

of these features will be influenced, so their importance will be underestimated.

The authors called this phenomenon “correlation bias”. When a subset of

features is removed in one iteration of RFE, a group of correlated features

may be removed entirely. This may happen either because the features are truly

irrelevant, or because their ranking criteria have been incorrectly underestimated.

In both conditions, the method proposed in [132] moves representative feature

of the group back to the surviving feature list. In this way, the group can be

evaluated again in the next iteration without the influence of the correlation bias.

The group representative can be chosen as the feature with the highest criterion

in this iteration. Therefore, this strategy does not change the candidate feature

set or the ranking criterion, but monitors and corrects the potentially wrong

decisions due to the correlation bias.

The output of SVM-RFE is a list of ranked features. Feature selection

can be achieved by choosing a group of kopt top-ranked features. Since kopt

is not known a priori, the RFE algorithm was performed in each fold of a

cross-validation procedure. In this way, a nested feature selection was obtained

since the ranking of the features is blind to the test set. This approach was

chosen in order to avoid the "double dipping" problem. Indeed, performing

the feature selection on the whole dataset could introduce bias in the final

classification model. The dangerous effects of the double dipping have been

widely described and result essentially in overestimating the values of accuracy
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and area under the ROC curve (AUC) [133, 134] . In some neuroimaging studies

different recommendations have been provided to avoid the bias introduced by

this procedure [60, 135, 136].

In particular, here 40 re-sampling of a 5-fold cross-validation were executed

producing 200 bootstraps of the train set. In each iteration, 4-folds of the

original training set were input to RFE and then stepwise SVM models were

trained for ranked subsets of increasing size (i.e., the top 10, 60 , 110 , and so

on up to 6000 ranked features). Each stepwise model was tested on the left fold

and the performances of each model were stored for successive evaluations.

Stability of the features

Some measures are usually employed to assess the predictive power of a classi-

fier. Given the output statistics of a classifier in terms of true positives (TP) ,

true negatives (TN) , false positives (FP) and false negatives (FN) :

1. accuracy (ACC) is the proportion of true results (both true positives and

true negatives) among the total number samples:

ACC =
T P+T N

T P+FP+T N +FN
(4.17)

2. sensitivity or true positive rate (TPR) measures the proportion of positives

that are correctly identified as samples of the positive class:

T PR =
T P

T P+FN
(4.18)

3. specificity or true negative rate (TNR) is the proportion of negatives that

are correctly identified as as samples of the negative class:

T NR =
T N

T N +FP
(4.19)

4. the ROC curve of a classifier is created by plotting sensitivity against

specificity at various threshold settings. Then the area under the ROC

curve is equal to the probability that the classifier will rank a randomly

chosen positive instance higher than a randomly chosen negative one:

AUC =
∫ +∞

−∞
T PR(T )(−T NR′(T ))dT (4.20)
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Here, the number of features kopt to be selected was chosen as the one

yielding the highest accuracy of all the stepwise models. Since, in principle, the

features of each subset corresponding to the top kopt elements of each model can

be different from each other, a consensus ranking algorithm was used to select

the most common features across all the 200 models. To determine the stability

of the selected subset of features, a null distribution of the performances was ob-

tained by permuting class labels 200 times. The null distribution was compared

with the actual distribution of the ACC values to determine whether the final

SVM model outperformed the random model. Finally, all the performances of

the final SVM model were computed.

4.4 Results

Figure 4.3 shows the mean values with standard errors of the accuracy of all

the 200 stepwise SVMs models. The maximum values are 82.58± 0.78 for

the 2-back experiment and 74.11± 0.97 for the 0-back experiment both for

kopt = 210.

Hence the top 210 features of the 200 models were selected for the stability

analysis. Firstly, the final set of stable kopt features were selected through the

consensus ranking algorithm. Then, the null classifier distribution, created by

permuting 200 times the labels of the subjects, was compared with the actual

distribution of the ACC values by using Wilcoxon’s rank sum test, resulting

in p < 0.001 with α = 0.05. Therefore, the models trained with the top kopt

features significantly outperformed the null models. The final classification

performances on the independent test are reported in Table 4.1.

Since the multilayer recurrence model implicitly defines hierarchical fea-

tures, it is possible to calculate global statistics, i.e., defined on a single hierar-

chical level of the features independently of the others, or local statistics, i.e.,

by selecting a sequence of the hierarchical levels (see Figure 4.4 for a visual

reference example). In this chapter only global statistics are shown.

Here, the frequency of occurrence of the names of the layers across the fea-

tures’ labels are used to rank the layers at global level. Similarly, the occurrence

frequency of the name of each graph metric across the kopt features’ labels are

employed to rank the graph metrics.

The ranking of the layers are shown in Figure 4.4. Synchronization metrics

(both HARD SYNC and SYNC) are among the top ranked layers for both the

experiments (rates: 21.43% - 9.52% and 20.48% - 14.29% for the 2-back and
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0-back, respectively). Other layers with rather high frequencies of occurrence

across the features are LLV (10.95%) and EDL (9.05%) for the 2-back experi-

ment and RT2 (15.71%) and LLD (12.86%). Conversely, ADL (1.90% - 0.48%

for 2-back - 0-back), TT (2.38% - 0.48%) and RR (3.81% - 2.86%) are the

layers least frequent across the selected features.

The ranking of the graph metrics are shown in Figure 4.6. In both the

experiments the pagerank centrality is the most important metric, in the 2-back

task, follow: betweenness (20%), strength (16.2%) and clustering (13.8%). In

the 0-back task strength and clustering are comparable (22.86% and 20.95%

respectively), while betweenness(14.76%) is the least important.

In order to select only the most significant ROIs among the features discrim-

inating the two groups of subjects, another approach was adopted. For each

ROIi the following step were performed:

1. all the features with the ROIi in the labels are removed;

2. 10000 permutations of the diagnosis labels (i.e., control and schizophrenic)

are performed and the binary classification is performed for each permu-

tation;

3. the average decrease accuracy is compared with the actual classification

accuracy to obtain a p-value.

In Figure 4.8 is shown the slice view of the most significant ROIs for the

2-back task. Table 4.2 also reports the same regions with MNI coordinates and

p-values. Figure 4.7 and Table 4.3 show the most significant ROIs and relative

p-values for 0-back task.

Table 4.1 Performances of the classification of the final SVM on the independent
test set.

Experiment ACC (%) TPR (%) TNR (%) AUC (%)
NC 02 - SZ 02 81.17±0.19 82.77±0.40 79.57±0.36 88.60±0.16
NC 0B - SZ 0B 74.89±0.18 80.28±0.49 69.51±0.45 83.60±0.18

4.5 Discussion

Schizophrenia is a severe psychiatric disease with clinical symptoms of thought

disorders, loss of initiative, hallucinations, delusions, and in some cases cogni-

tive dysfunctions involving sensory processing, cognition and working memory.
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Fig. 4.3 Mean ACC values and standard errors of the stepwise SVMs obtained
for ranked subsets of the features for both the experiments.
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Fig. 4.4 Examples of features’ statistics. The global statistics consider each layer
of the hierarchy individually, while for local statics on the ROIs, a single layer
of the multi-recurrence structure and a single graph metric must be selected.
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Fig. 4.5 Ranking of the multi-recurrence layers derived from the frequency of
occurrence of the stable features according to the layer from which they belong
for both the experiments.

Fig. 4.6 Ranking of the multi-recurrence graph metrics derived from the fre-
quency of occurrence of the stable features according to the graph metrics for
both the experiments.
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Fig. 4.7 Slice view of the most significant ROIs for the classification of the
control/schizophrenic subjects during the 0-back task.
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Fig. 4.8 Slice view of the most significant ROIs for the classification of the
control/schizophrenic subjects during the 2-back task.
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Table 4.2 Significant ROIs with MNI coordinates and p-values for 2-back task

ROI
MNI coordinate p-value
x y z

ParaHippocampal L −21 −16 −21 0.003
Calcarine L −7 −79 6 0.02
Cuneus R 14 −79 28 <0.001
Occipital Sup L −17 −84 28 <0.001
Occipital Sup R 24 −81 31 0.001
Postcentral L −42 −23 49 0.04
Postcentral R 41 −25 53 0.002
Parietal Inf L −43 −46 47 <0.001
Parietal Inf R 46 −46 50 0.002
Parietal Sup L −23 −60 59 <0.001
Parietal Sup R 26 −59 62 0.02
Precuneus R 10 −56 44 0.005

Table 4.3 Significant ROIs with MNI coordinates and p-values for 0-back task

ROI
MNI coordinate p-value
x y z

Frontal Mid R 38 33 34 0.02
Frontal Mid Orb R −31 50 −10 0.02
Olf L −8 15 −11 0.005
Olf R 10 16 −11 <0.001
Hippocampus −25 −21 −10 0.005
Amygdala −23 −1 −17 <0.001
Cuneus R 14 −79 28 0.02
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The term "schizophrenia" was coined by the psychiatrist Bleuler to describe the

characteristic "split" of consciousness of the disease [137]. Later, this aspect

was widely investigated, looking for the physiological processes underlying the

illness. Most of studies focused on functional and anatomical anomalies of brain

regions, identified particular ROIs involved in cognitive dysfunctions, but the

exact mechanism of disruption of normal functions is not yet fully explained.

Other studies have also considered an aberrant communication mechanism

among the brain areas, defining a new hypothesis of functional disconnection

underlying the disease [138]. Functional connectivity studies on whole-brain

activity or specific seed-based analysis have shown alterations in brain sys-

tems such as fronto-temporal networks, cingulo-opercular circuits (implicated

in salience processing), default mode network and fronto-parietal networks

(involved in high cognitive functions). In addition, several studies have also

associated the disease with abnormal configurations of hub regions [139]. Most

connectivity studies refer to resting state data, aimed at assessing intrinsic func-

tional brain connectivity. Tak-based study have been mainly addressed the

detection of communities during several tasks and their functional reorganiza-

tion over time. Although the results of the analysis are not directly comparable

with these studies, Figure 4.8 clearly highlights working-memory related areas

as discriminant features during the 2-back task (also reported in Table 4.2),

while visual-processing related area are among the ROIs detected as relevant

during the 0-back experiment (shown in Figure 4.7 and Table 4.3). It is interest-

ing to note that the hippocampal and parahippocampal area resulted significant

in both tasks. Recent findings have uncovered new insights into the relation

existing between hippocampal formation and dorsolateral prefrontal cortex and

their implication in schizophrenia. In detail, it has been hypothesized that the

pathophysiology of the disorder might involve an alteration of functional inter-

actions between medial temporal and prefrontal areas. A study involving both

0-back and 2-back tasks have shown that an inappropriate reciprocal modula-

tory interaction between prefrontal areas and hippocampus could be related to

schizophrenia manifestation [140].

Another interesting aspect concerns the layers of the multi-recurrence struc-

ture most significant for the classification between schizophrenic subjects and

controls. Metrics that assess averaged quantities such as TT, ADL, DET and RR,

are the least frequent among all the levels, so the two populations do not show

any significant differences with respect to these metrics. In contrast, among the

most frequent levels, there are: LLD and RT2 for the 0-back task and LLV and
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EDL for the 2-back task. These findings seem to suggest that the two groups

of subjects have similar dynamic behaviors over the entire observation time

interval, but differ over the maximum time intervals in which couple of regions

are synchronized (or desynchronized as in the case of RT2). This is also con-

firmed by the two synchronization-related metrics (HARD SYNC and SYNC).

Indeed the HARD SYNC is the most frequent layer for both the experiments.

HARD SYNC emphasizes the concept of synchronization expressed by the

SYNC as it is a binary metric that indicates the connectivity between a pair of

ROIs only in case of perfect synchronization between the two areas (i. e., in

case of the presence of the LOS) and it assigns a zero value otherwise. Although

in a different context, altered oscillatory activity has been found associated

with several neuropsychiatric disorders, including schizophrenia. Findings from

noninvasive studies using EEG/MEG that demonstrate impaired amplitude and

synchrony of neural oscillations at low- and high-frequency ranges in patients

with schizophrenia have been also reported [141]. Consequently, disruptions in

neural synchronization may represent the functional relationship of disordered

connectivity of cortical networks underlying the fragmentation of behavior in

schizophrenia [142]. In this work, a multidimensional evaluation of the features

is performed: since classifiers have been used to select the most discriminating

subset of features, the analysis does not identify statistical differences between

the individual features detected as significant in the classification problem. How-

ever, the results obtained may be the starting point for further investigations to

identify areas with significant synchronization differences.

Finally, the classification results indicate high margins of accuracy compared

to those known in literature. In a recent review [19], the main results related to

the classification of subjects suffering from schizophrenia with fMRI features

are provided. Even though most of them refer to different tasks (such as OAD

tasks) or resting state, it is worth noting that, apart from some studies with a

very small number of samples, the maximum accuracy value is on average 80%.

4.6 Summary

In this chapter, a framework based on both CRPs and graph analysis to fully

describe dynamic functional connectivity is presented. The framework was used

to classify two clinical population: a group of control subjects and a pathological

group of schizophrenics performing an executive task and a working memory

task. fMRI data of each subject were partitioned into ROIs and fMRI time
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series were extracted from each ROI of the volume. Couple of signals were

mapped into their phase-space and a set of cross recurrence metrics were derived

from the CRP of the interacting systems. They were used to construct a multi-

layer recurrence structure from which topological features were extracted and

treated as complex features for the classification problem. Results show that

performances slightly outperformed those obtained in the literature. In addition,

the regions resulting significant for the classification resemble task-related and

disease-related ROIs.



Chapter 5

A new resilience index

5.1 A resilience perspective of centrality

Besides the brain networks, many other biological, social and technological

phenomena can be modeled as complex interactions among constituent parts

[143]. The investigation of these networks through different graph metrics has

highlighted important features such as small average shortest path length and

large clustering, identifying a wide variety of small-world type behaviors [144]

or the presence of many hubs in some kinds of networks with power law degree

distributions [145].

The topology of a network defines a network structure on which physi-

cal processes dynamically evolve. Even though the topological analysis of

these networks has revealed important properties about their organization, real

complex networks are implicitly weighted. Indeed, the heterogeneity of the

interactions among the nodes can be encoded by assigning weights to the links

of the network. Weighted networks have turned to be particularly important to

model systems where the intensity of the relations between the nodes is critical.

Several graph metrics that are able to characterize the statistical properties of

weighted networks combining both topology and weight distributions have been

proposed [17]. As seen in Chapter 2, among these metrics, the most important

are:

• degree;

• strength;

• betweenness;
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• closeness;

• eigenvector centrality.

These indices evaluate the importance of a node according to several factors:

degree and strength are local measures of centrality which simply considers

respectively the number and the weights of links connecting to each node;

closeness and betweenness centrality are global centrality measures that take

into account the distance from a node to all the other nodes of the network; the

eigenvector centrality is a self-referential measure of "influence" of a node so

that the centrality of a node depends on the centrality of its neighbors.

Although these measures allow to quantify the centrality, cohesiveness

and influence of a node in a complete and heterogeneous way, they do not

consider the dynamic evolution of the network. More recently, the concept of

"importance" of a node has also been related to the idea of structural robustness

amongst failures (i.e., resilience) in a network percolation context [146, 147].

Percolation theory provides both analytical and methodological tools to

characterize the global connectivity of complex networks during phase transi-

tions [148, 149]. Several models describing percolation processes are available,

however all of them assume a network structure whereby either nodes or edges

are deleted with a certain probability p randomly or with a targeted procedure.

A connectivity phase persists when a single connected giant component exists,

and it disappears when the network collapses into disconnected clusters.

The resilience of the network can be measured as the variation of the size of

the giant component during the percolation transition between the two extreme

connected and disconnected phases and by the percolation threshold pc, i.e.,

the critical probability at which the giant component forms and below which

the network is composed of isolated clusters [150]. Other approaches have

been proposed to assess the degree of fragmentation of a network when a

finite number of links are removed. Basically, different centrality metrics are

evaluated meanwhile links are gradually removed from the network. In [151] a

pointwise version of the vulnerability index introduced by Latora and Marchiori

[152] is presented together with a fluctuation index to describe the hierarchical

properties of both regular and random networks. In details, the vulnerability of a

node is measured as relative drop of efficiency after removal of the node and all

links connecting it with other nodes of the network. In [153], powers of the links’

betweenness are combined to define a multi-scale version of the vulnerability of

a network. Mishkovski and co-workers suggested the normalized average edge
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betweenness to assess the structural robustness of the network when a number

of nodes and/or links are removed [154], while a more detailed definition of

percolation centrality considers the proportion of shortest paths between a pair

of nodes, where the source node is percolated [155]. This latter definition

implies a dynamic growth model in which, for each temporal instant, a target

node can assume a specific percolation state (total, absent or partial).

5.2 The proposed resilience index

Here a new resilience index is proposed to capture the importance of both nodes

and links of a complex network. Specifically, a multidimensional approach

is adopted to quantifies the importance of nodes and links in relation to their

survival rate for progressive removal of links in the network. The computation

of the resilience index requires the following steps which are also shown in

Figure 5.1:

1. given the adjacency matrix W of the network, in which the entry (i, j)

indicates the weight of the link between the node i and j (wi j), the range

of all the weights is divided into L levels. In this step, L percolation levels

are identified;

2. the matrix W is incrementally thresholded by removing all the links whose

weight is below the threshold at each of the L levels;

3. a multilayer matrix T is defined where the entry (i, j, l) represents the

weight of the link between the nodes i and j at the lth level of percolation;

4. the connectivity pattern of the node i for the lth level of percolation is

defined as:

Pi,l = Ti, j,l j = 1, . . . ,N. (5.1)

5. the similarity between connectivity patterns of each couple of nodes at

each level of percolation is expressed as their cosine similarity:

Di j,l =
Pi,l ·Pj,l

∥Pi,l∥2∥Pj,l∥2
. (5.2)

6. Di j,l ̸= 0 for a certain degree of similarity between the connectivity pat-

terns of the nodes i and j and it is set Di j,l = 0 if the node i or the node

j becomes disconnected. Similarly, Dii,l = 1 if the node i is connected
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at least with another node of the network and Dii,l = 0 if it becomes

completely isolated from the rest of the network. The resilience index of

the link (RIlink) between the nodes i and j is defined as the area under the

curve Di j = Di j,l, l = 1, . . . ,L:

RIi j =
∫ L

0
Di j,l dl (5.3)

Likewise, the resilience index of the node (RInode) i is expressed as:

RIi =
∫ L

0
Dii,l dl (5.4)

Fig. 5.1 Steps required to assess the resilience index. The adjacency matrix is
percolated into L levels and a tensor T is composed of the matrices resulting
from each percolation level. The cosine distance between couple of connectivity
patterns of the nodes is computed to assess a percolation curve. Finally the
resilience index is expressed as the area under the curve.

5.3 Experiments

Many real networks exhibit a scale-free degree distribution which is character-

ized by the two important mechanisms of growth and preferential attachment

[17, 156, 157]. The former means that the number of nodes in the network

increases over time, while the latter expresses that nodes with higher degree
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have more probability to grab new links. Then, in a scale-free topology, most

of the nodes are weakly connected and only few strongly connected nodes are

the critical hubs of the network. Synthetic scale-free networks can be generated

by using the Barabási-Albert (B-A) algorithm [158]. Accordingly, the resulting

networks have a power law degree distribution P(k) ∼ k−γ with 1 ≤ γ ≤ 3.

However, although the topological properties can highlight many interesting

aspects of such real networks, it has been showed that a number of systems

with scale-free topology also present broad distributions of weights and non-

trivial correlations between weights and topology structure[17, 159]. Hence,

the heterogeneity of the weight distributions should be considered to investigate

the complex features of real scale-free networks[55]. In this work, weighted

undirected networks with scale-free topology are simulated to test the capability

of the proposed resilience index to detect the most important nodes and links of

the networks. Different weight distributions are considered in order to take into

account the heterogeneity of link strength in a real scenario. Other centrality

metrics known in the literature are compared to show their correlation with the

proposed index.

5.3.1 A scale free example

The B-A algorithm was used to generate two synthetic scale-free networks with

the same power law degree distribution P(k) ∼ k−γ with γ = 2. In particular,

in order to represent two different kinds of weight-topology correlations, the

weight of the link wi, j between nodes i and j was assigned as:

1. wi, j = kik j, to simulate a power law weight distribution setting a full

weight-topology correlation.

2. wi, j ∼ U (0, 1), where a random uniform distribution of numbers in the

range [0,1] is introduced to remove the correlation between weights and

topology structure.

The reference scale-free network composed by N = 100 nodes and the two

aforementioned realizations of the weight distributions are shown in Figure 5.2.

As it can be seen, the most significant link in the power law case is established

between the the two hubs of the network.

For each of the two networks were computed:

• the following node centrality metrics: degree (K); strength (S); between-

ness (BC); closeness (CC); eigenvector centrality (EIG);
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• the edge betweenness (EB) as link metric.

Then, a correlation analysis was carried out to:

• investigate the presence of possible correlations between the proposed

index and the all the other centrality metrics;

• examine the ranking mechanism of each nodal centrality metric with

respect to the two weight distributions. To this end, Pearson’s correlation

coefficient was computed for the two weight distributions for each nodal

metric. The correlation coefficient has a range −1 ≤ r ≤ 1, where the

coefficient has value 1 for perfect ranking, value −1 for anti-correlation

(i.e., one ranking is the reverse of the other) and value 0 for for two

uncorrelated rankings.

5.3.2 A simulation study

Numerical simulations of 100 scale-free networks with the same parameters,

were conducted to generalize the results. In particular, for each of the 100

simulated network, the weights of the starting power-law distribution were

progressively randomized until a completely random final configuration. The

correlation analysis between the proposed index and each of the known metrics

was carried out for each randomization interval of the weights, while the com-

parison of the node rankings was only performed between the initial and the

final configuration for each nodal metric.

5.3.3 Results

The centrality metrics evaluated for each node of the two networks and are

shown in Figure 5.3. Obviously, the degree function is the same for both net-

works because they have the same structural topology. Strength and eigenvector

values are emphasized for both hub nodes of the network (nodes 1 and 4 as it

can be noted in Figure 5.2) and for few other nodes with degree greater than

that of the "leaf" nodes, i.e., those nodes with just one link. The values of

betweenness are slight different only for the two hubs, so this metric seems to

not take almost into account the distribution of the weights. On the other hand,

some nodes with few connections exhibit high values of the resilience index for

the random weight distribution, while its trend is closely correlated with that of

the eigenvector centrality for the weight power law. The behavior of closeness
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Fig. 5.2 A scale-free network topology composed by N = 100 nodes: (a) un-
weighted graph; (b) degree distribution; (c) power law weight graph; (d) power
law weight distribution; (e) random uniform weight graph; (f) random uniform
weight distribution. Line width of the links are proportional to their weight.
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centrality is clearly different in the two networks, and it is considerably lower

for all nodes of the network with random weight distribution. However, there

is no apparent relationship between the centrality values and the role of nodes

(hubs vs. leaf nodes).

The results of the correlation analysis between the proposed metric and

the other centrality measures are listed in Table 5.1. High correlation values

are observed for all centrality metrics except for the closeness centrality in the

network with scale-free weight distribution; whereas there are low correlations

(< 0.4) between the resilience index and degree, betweenness and eigenvector

centrality respectively in the random weight distribution network. Strength and

the proposed index seem to exhibit the highest value of correlation in the latter

network, while closeness is negatively correlated, even if with low correlation

index. Moreover, there is no correlation between the resilience index defined

for the links and the edge betweenness for both weight distributions.

The rank correlation for each centrality metric is shown in Table 5.2.

Strength, betweenness (both nodal and edge) and eigenvector centralities display

significant high correlation values between the ranking of the nodes (and the

links for EB) in the two weight distributions, whilst closeness and resilience

index are significantly dissimilar in ranking nodes. Although with a higher

correlation value, the RIlink metric confirms the same behavior of the RInode.

Fig.5.4 shows the evolution of the correlation between the RInode and the

other nodal metrics and between RIlink and edge betweenness as a function of

the percentage of randomization of the weights for the 100 simulated networks

starting from a configuration with scale-free weight distribution. All nodal

metrics except CC, are highly correlated with the resilience index RInode for

low randomized of the weights and then correlation values decrease until they

converge around the median value rm = 0.3 for K, BC and EIG and rm = 0.5

for S. The closeness centrality exhibits a median correlation value rm = 0.24 at

the scale-free weight distribution, decreasing to negative correlation values with

median rm =−0.3. RIlink and EB are almost uncorrelated for all percentages of

randomization.

The rank correlation analysis on simulated networks highlights that both

resilience metrics score the nodes and links of the two extreme network config-

urations with different importance scales. Indeed, as shown in Figure 5.5, they

have the lowest correlation values; in contrast, both the betweenness metrics are

insensitive to the distribution of weights, showing very high correlation between

the ranking mechanisms in the two cases. S and EIG also have significantly
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Table 5.1 Correlation between the resilience index and the other centrality
metrics (p < 0.0001).

Network K S BC CC EIG EB

Power law 0.88 0.93 0.85 0.23 0.98 -0.0069
Uniform 0.32 0.50 0.29 -0.19 0.38 -0.0171

higher correlation values (respectively median rm = 0.9 and rm = 0.8), while

CC exhibits lower values (median rm = 0.57), confirming a different ranking of

the nodes belonging to the two weight distributions.
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Fig. 5.3 Values of the centrality metrics (degree, strength, betweenness, close-
ness, eigenvector and resilience index) for each of the 100 nodes for the network
with the power law weight distribution (blue) and that with the random uniform
weight distribution (red) shown in Figure 5.2.

5.3.4 Discussion

The statistical analysis carried out highlights an interesting phenomenon: when

the topology and the weight distribution are correlated, the proposed metric
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Fig. 5.4 Boxplots of correlation between the proposed index and each of the
nodal centrality metrics for progressive randomization of the weights for the
100 simulated scale-free networks.

Table 5.2 Correlation coefficient (r) with p-value (p) resulting from correlation
between the rankings of the two weight distributions for each centrality metric.

S BC CC EIG EB RInode RIlink

r 0.87 0.99 0.18 0.98 0.98 0.28 0.45
p <0.0001 <0.0001 0.007 0.38 <0.0001 0.003 <0.0001
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Fig. 5.5 Boxplots of correlation between node rankings (for the metrics: RInode,
S, BC, EIG and CC) and link rankings (for the metrics: EB and RIlink) of
the initial configuration (i.e., with power-law weight distribution)and the final
configuration (i.e., random uniform weight distribution) for the 100 simulated
scale-free networks.
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is not different from the others and resilient nodes are also central (and vice

versa). However, when this correlation is removed, the proposed index is able to

provide more information about the position of a node in relation to the network.

The resilience index considers complete connectivity patterns of each node

with the rest of the network at varying degrees of percolation. For this reason,

even leaf nodes strongly connected to a particularly resilient node can also be

resilient nodes. This aspect is clearly visible in the scale free networks with

random weight distribution where weights are not assigned according to the

underlying topological structure and even a peripheral node may have a strong

connection with a hub node.

Real scale free networks with variable weight distributions have been iden-

tified and examined [146, 159, 55, 17]. In particular, criteria for both model

and classify networks in which the connectivity of the node doesn’t affect the

weights of the links and networks in which the connectivity strongly influence

them have been reported [160]. Several measures to characterize weighed net-

works have been proposed, but they have not been tested in this context so

far. It is certainly true that identifying important nodes is not trivial. First of

all, because there is no universal method for quantifying the importance of a

node. The definition of centrality varies according to the context in which a

specific metric is applied. In [161] some factors to evaluate each centrality

metric are suggested: radial (e.g., degree, closeness, and eigenvector centrality)

and medial measures (e.g.,betweenness centrality) are defined according to the

information flow through the network and number of walks. A centrality metric

should identify the role of the node in relation to the global characteristics of

the network and not simply on the basis of the topology. The results of the rank

correlation analysis show that some metrics assign very similar scores in the two

situations. It is worth nothing the case of the betweenness centrality according

to which the two networks seem to be completely similar. This finding could

be due to the fact that some indices take into account only local information of

a node. The proposed metric differs from all other centrality definitions since

multidimensional patterns of connectivity are considered for its computation. It

is also important to note that the resilience index should not be considered more

effective than the other metrics just because it is able to better discriminate the

two types of considered weight distribution, but that integrating the information

provided by the other metrics with that of the proposed index could lead to new

centrality metrics and reach a higher accuracy.
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5.4 Summary

In this chapter a novel metric is proposed to quantify the importance of nodes

in weighted networks in relation to their resilience. The proposed index takes

into account the complete connectivity patterns of each node with all the other

nodes in the network and it is not correlated with other centrality metrics in

heterogeneous weight distributions. More effective metrics of centrality could

be defined by integrating such new index with known centrality measures.



Chapter 6

Neuroscience: a Science of

Challenges

Machine learning techniques have been greatly improved also thanks to interna-

tional competitions. During such competitions, only the labels of a training set

are usually disclosed. The test set remains unlabeled and participants have to

develop an optimized predictive model on the training set. The final predictive

model is tested on the unlabeled set and the predicted labels are submitted for

evaluations. For a few years now, machine learning challenges have been spread-

ing in the field of neuroscience, attracting more and more participants, even

those not very experienced in this research domain. Such challenges can result

very useful in assessing the unbiased power of brain data for detecting brain

states and disorders since the models of different participants can be compared

and the most discriminating features can be assessed from several points of view.

The next sections will illustrate the machine learning algorithms developed to

classify different diseases in the context of two international challenges.

6.1 mTOP Challenge

6.1.1 Traumatic Brain Injury

The purpose of the mTOP challenge was to predict outcomes for two categories

of subjects suffering from mild Traumatic Brain Injury (TBI) and a group of

normal controls (NC) .

A traumatic brain injury occurs when an external force causes a focused

and sudden impact upon the head. The effects following a brain trauma may be
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structural and morphological damages whose locations depends on the impact

and secondary events due to changes in intracranial pressure and cerebrospinal

fluid.

Complex network frameworks have been widely used to describe the topo-

logical brain organization and to distinguish Alzheimer’s disease from control

subjects [162]. Several findings suggested that topological measures could

accurately detect patterns of mild impairment, emphasizing differences that

structural measurements seem to less efficiently outline. Unlike a neurodegener-

ative disease, TBI does not have any connection with the genetic makeup of an

individual. However, taking into account the different structural implications,

it is reasonable to assume that a traumatic injury can affect the integrity of the

brain connectivity and, therefore, that the identification of TBI outcomes can

be improved by investigating the network organization of the brain. So, even if

in a different context, in this challenge some connectivity measurements, such

as strength or clustering coefficient, were evaluated to identify the category-I

patients and then, once this diagnostic class was excluded, category-II patients

were diagnosed with respect of normal controls using structural measurements.

6.1.2 Dataset

In mTOP challenge, a MRI dataset of 27 subjects including 15 labeled subjects

divided into three classes (5 subjects per group) was provided. For each subject,

raw T1-weighted and DWI scans were available; besides preprocessed data were

also provided, including T1 scans rigidly normalized to the MNI152 template,

the gross segmentations of white matter, gray matter and cerebrospinal fluid,

the mean diffusivity (MD) map and the fractional anisotropy (FA) map.

The model was focused on the analysis of T1 scans, MD and FA maps.

In fact, the rationale underlying this choice was that the information content

provided from these three images is not redundant, since they are three different,

complementary descriptions of the brain morphology and its connectivity. T1

captures morphological changes, MD measurements are sensitive to the cerebral

spinal fluid (CSF), while the values of FA to white matter pathways [163].

6.1.3 Algorithm

The proposed approach consists of four main steps shown in Figure 6.1:
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1. Each brain, for each considered imaging modality (T1, FA and MD), is

parceled in a collection of patches representing the nodes of a network;

edges of each network are the absolute pairwise Pearson’s correlation be-

tween the supervoxels, thus resulting in an undirected weighted network;

2. from each network a number of statistical graph features are collected;

3. a k-nearest neighbors (k−nn) machine learning classification is used to

differentiate the category-I patients from remaining subjects.

4. structural feature extraction is performed with FreeSurfer on NC and

category-II patients;

5. k-nn machine learning classification is used for NC and category-II pa-

tients discrimination.

Fig. 6.1 A schematic overview of the proposed framework is presented.

Complex network construction

Once MRI scans had been co-registered, they were segmented in rectangular

boxes, supervoxels. Firstly, brain hemispheres were separated, then each hemi-

sphere was covered with an equal number of supervoxels. Using the brain mask

of the template all supervoxels overlapping with the mask for less than 10%
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The supervoxels were considered nodes of a network whose connections

represented the grade of similarity between them. Pearson’s correlation r was

the chosen metric:

r =
D∑

D
j=1 x jy j − (∑D

j=1 x j)(∑
D
j=1 y j)

√

[D∑
D
j=1 x2

j − (∑D
j=1 x j)2][D∑

D
j=1 y2

j − (∑D
j=1 y j)2]

(6.1)

where the sums are extended to all D voxels within a supervoxel; x j and y j are

the intensity of the j-th voxel. This choice has the fundamental advantage of

combining not only the information deriving from the gray level distribution

similarity between two supervoxels, but also their spatial similarity.

For each modality (T1, FA, MD) a weighted undirected complex network

was built whose connections had been calculated through the absolute value of

the Pearson’s correlation coefficient between pairs of supervoxels.

Graph features

For each node i of a network, the following local topological metrics were

computed:

• strength:

• the clustering coefficient

Moreover, the characteristic path length was used to characterize the overall

efficiency of the network.

The Newman’s spectral community detection algorithm [164] was used to

partition each network into non-overlapping communities of nodes in order

to reflect their modular organization. Therefore some features based on the

detected communities were extracted to describe the role of each node in relation

to each community and to objectively outline the strength of the connections

between and within the modules. In particular the following metrics were

considered:

• the participation coefficient of each node [165]:

Pi = 1−
NM

∑
s=1

(

κis

ki

)2

(6.2)

where κis is the number of links from node i to nodes in module s, ki is the

degree of node i and NM is the number of communities. It is an index of
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the degree of participation of a node to the network communities since its

value is close to 1 if the connections of the node are uniformly distributed

among all the modules or 0 if all the connections are confined within a

module.

• Defined the inter-community strength of a community l as the sum of the

weights of links connecting the community l with all the other communi-

ties:

SINT ER,l =
NM

∑
m=1
m̸=l

Wlm (6.3)

we used its average value over all the communities to measure the inter-

community strength of the network.

• At the same manner, defined the intra-community strength of a community

l with Nl nodes as the sum of the weights of links within it:

SINT RA,l =
Nl

∑
i=1

Nl

∑
j=i+1

wi j (6.4)

its average value is used to quantify the global intra-community strength.

For each subject and each modality, median, standard deviation, range and

interquartile range of the distributions of strength, clustering coefficient and

participation coefficient were calculated resulting in a 27×45 feature matrix

used for k−nn prediction.

k - Nearest Neighbors

The working principle of a k− nn algorithm is the following: it identifies an

established number (k) of closest training examples to a query point and assigns

it the label of the class that has the most instances in the set of nearest neighbors

of the point. The metric used to evaluate distances between points is cosine.

This technique offers some advantages over other unsupervised classification

methods:

• it is a non-parametric instance-based learning method: it does not build a

model so it might be more suitable in some particularly complex classifi-

cation problems;
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• it also works even in the presence of a small number of training examples.

In this case, an unsupervised algorithm such as k-means or k-medoids,

which makes decisions mainly based on the distance of a a query point

from a centroid or medoid of a class, could introduce a significant bias in

the presence of outliers.

In this challenge, a k−nn classifier was used with a one-class discrimination

logic in order to identify the category-I subjects against all the other subjects in

a semi-unsupervised manner. For this purpose, given the matrix of the graph-

based features, the k−nn algorithm performed an exhaustive search to calculate

the distance between the feature vectors of the subjects with unknown labels and

those relating to the subjects of the category-I. This search provided a ranking

of the subjects among which the closest ones were selected.

Structural feature extraction

The analysis was performed using volumetric and cortical thickness features

computed with FreeSurfer [166]. FreeSurfer 1 is an image analysis software

commonly adopted for the analysis and visualization of structural and functional

neuroimaging data developed by the Laboratory for Computational Neuroimag-

ing at the Athinoula A. Martinos Center for Biomedical Imaging. In particular,

FreeSurfer tool v5.1 was employed in the cortical reconstruction to estimate

the volumetric features in MRI. Specifically, only 180 features provided by

the recon-all freesurfer command were extracted. To name a few: Left-Latera-

Ventricle, Right-Latera-Ventricle, Left-Inf-Lat-Vent, Right-Inf-Lat-Vent, Left

Hippocampus, Right Hippocampus, and many more.

The technical details of these procedures are described in prior publications

[166–177]. Briefly, this processing includes motion correction and averaging

[178] of multiple volumetric T1 weighted images (when more than one is avail-

able), removal of non-brain tissue using a hybrid watershed/surface deformation

procedure [176], automated Talairach transformation, segmentation of the sub-

cortical white matter and deep gray matter volumetric structures (including

hippocampus, amygdala, caudate, putamen, ventricles) [166, 170] intensity

normalization [179], tessellation of the gray matter white matter boundary,

automated topology correction [169, 180], and surface deformation following

intensity gradients to optimally place the gray/white and gray/cerebrospinal

fluid borders at the location where the greatest shift in intensity defines the

1freesurfer.nmr.mgh.harvard.edu
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transition to the other tissue class [167, 168, 177]. Once the cortical models

are complete, a number of deformable procedures can be performed for further

data processing and analysis including surface inflation [167], registration to

a spherical atlas which utilized individual cortical folding patterns to match

cortical geometry across subjects [172], parcellation of the cerebral cortex into

units based on gyral and sulcal structure [173, 181], and creation of a variety of

surface-based data including maps of curvature and sulcal depth. This method

uses both intensity and continuity information from the entire three-dimensional

MR volume in segmentation and deformation procedures to produce representa-

tions of cortical thickness, calculated as the closest distance from the gray/white

boundary to the gray/CSF boundary at each vertex on the tessellated surface

[168]. The maps are created using spatial intensity gradients across tissue

classes and are therefore not simply reliant on absolute signal intensity. The

maps produced are not restricted to the voxel resolution of the original data

thus are capable of detecting submillimeter differences between groups. Pro-

cedures for the measurement of cortical thickness have been validated against

histological analysis [182] and manual measurements [183, 184]. Freesurfer

morphometric procedures have been demonstrated to show good test-retest

reliability across scanner manufacturers and across field strengths [174, 185].

6.1.4 NC/Category-II patients discrimination

In the final step, the features extracted with FreeSurfer Tool were taken into

account to distinguish controls from category-II subjects. Among all the features,

those with high correlation values (r > 0.9) and those with low variance values

(less than 0.2) were not considered. Starting from the two known sets, the k−nn

algorithm built two kd-trees to identify the subjects belonging from each group.

6.1.5 Results of the Challenge and discussion

During the challenge, a framework to perform semi-unsupervised outcome

prediction for two categories of Mild TBI was presented. In particular, a two-

steps classification pipeline was adopted to emphasize the differences between

the healthy control group and the two patient groups.

In the first step, a complex network approach was applied to construct graphs

from available scans and to extract the topological features used to identify

category-I patients amongst all subjects. The mathematical model underlying

the graph theory was chosen because it provides a direct description of the
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structural properties of a network. Furthermore, a multimodal analysis was

carried out to reflect the heterogeneity of injury patterns that can affect the

patient cohorts. More specifically, bearing in mind that an early detection of

changes in white matter tracts and in distribution of cerebrospinal fluid could

improve significantly diagnoses and prognoses in case of diffuse axonal injury,

contusions, edema and hemorrhages [186], MD and FA maps were considered

as well as T1-weighted images. From each graph relating to each modality,

topological features able to capture different relational aspects of the network

elements, were computed. Besides the metrics commonly used to quantify the

strength of the topological connections and the total efficiency of the network

(i.e., strength and characteristic path length), a special focus was addressed to

measures that reflect the modular organization of the interacting elements. So

other measures such as the clustering coefficient, the participation coefficient,

the intra-community and inter-community strength, were introduced with the

aim of assessing the degree of weakening of the structural connections caused by

injuries and the resulting configuration changes. Finally, second-level statistical

features were extracted from the distributions of such metrics in order to provide

a general description of all the sample images. Indeed, in principle, traumatic

injuries could affect several brain regions causing extensive damage or they

could be focal, compromising a specific functional area.

In the second step, the discrimination between controls and category-II

patients were done by means of a k-nn classifier. At this stage, FreeSurfer

volumetric and cortical thickness features proved to be effective in detecting

morphological differences between the two groups of subjects. However, given

the small number of examples for the two classes (five known labels for each

group), dimensionality reduction of the the feature set was performed with

minimum variance and maximum correlation criteria. As a matter of fact, a

binary k-nn classifier relies on building two distance-trees, by calculating the

distances between the training examples of each of the two groups and the

unlabeled instances and subsequent by ranking these unknown instances. If

the adopted distance metric is affected by noise due to the presence of low-

significance features, the computation of the actual distance among the examples

and the instances could be compromised, causing worse performances [187]. In

fact, a dimension of the feature space much greater than the number of samples,

would cause a problem of data sparsity, making inconsistent the computation of

the distance between couple of points in the metric space.
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In the context of the mTOP Challenge 2016, as winner, the performances of

the proposed method have proven to be higher than those of other approaches

based on Convolutional Network and Deep Learning. This framework has good

generalization properties as is not constrained by the knowledge of the areas

involved in the traumatic injury. However, future developments may require a

greater number of training examples in order to validate the obtained results

and improve the classification accuracy.

6.2 Automated diagnosis of Mild Cognitive Impair-

ment

6.2.1 Diagnosis of Dementia

Alzheimer’s disease (AD) is the most common form of dementia, but a reliable

in vivo diagnosis is not at sight, yet. In recent years, novel strategies of analysis

have been proposed to tackle this issue; in particular, several studies have

addressed the challenging task of measuring the atrophy of specific regions,

such as the hippocampus [188, 189], and eventually distinguishing healthy

controls (HC) from patients suffering from AD and its prodromal stage: mild

cognitive impairment (MCI) [190, 191].

A number of works have already established the effectiveness of neuroimag-

ing techniques in outlining structural differences between AD patients and

controls; nonetheless, these studies are difficult to compare and their findings

hard to generalize as the adopted algorithms are different as the data. These are

the main motivations for international challenges [192, 193], with transparent

procedures and data sharing policies, to investigate algorithms and classification

strategies.

In particular, MCI condition remains elusive, especially because only a

fraction of subjects with MCI turns into AD patients (cMCI), whereas another

fraction do not convert into AD (MCI). Some works suggested to address

the classification of MCI and cMCI classes learning their models on mixed

cohorts including all available classes: HC, AD, cMCI and MCI [194, 195].

Another option is to learn a classification model directly using a mixed cohort

of MCI and cMCI subjects. The main drawback of these approaches is that

MCI is highly heterogeneous as it can include subjects affected by different or

multiple pathological conditions; besides, cMCI and MCI classes can hardly
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be considered independent. Other studies have therefore suggested a different

approach, learning the classification model on mixed cohort of HC and AD

subjects and then predicting the conversion or not of MCI subjects [196, 197].

In this challenge, the aim was principally evaluating both strategies on the

data shared by the challenge and, consequently, transparently investigating

differences and similarities. In particular, a pure machine learning approach,

exploiting a Random Forest (RF) for feature selection and a Deep Neural

Network (DNN) for classification, using a mixed cohort including all the four

classes HC, AD, MCI and cMCI, was compared with a fuzzy approach learned

on a mixed cohort including only HC and AD subjects. The latter approach

used the hippocampal volume to segregate the different classes and determine a

proper set of features for each classification task.

Recent works demonstrated that models trained with HC and AD subjects

can also be effective when attempting to distinguish MCI and cMCI. In fact,

the differences among MCI and cMCI subjects are significantly subtler than

those among AD and HC, thus a classification model learned on these latter two

classes can achieve more accurate results [197–199].

Several classification studies have investigated the early diagnosis of AD, the

characterization of MCI and, eventually, its conversion into AD; structural MRI

features have been mostly adopted. Nevertheless, an international competition

assessing different algorithms on the same training and test sets have not been

performed yet. Accordingly, a novel international challenge was performed and

hosted on the Kaggle platform1 in order to assess existing and novel classifi-

cation algorithms with a common framework of analysis and a shared base of

knowledge.

The results of this work were publicly released on the Kaggle platform which

hosted the competition of 19 international participating teams. The predictions

were submitted within the Bari Medical Physics Group (BMPG) team flag.

6.2.2 Data and Algorithms

International Challenge for Automated Prediction of MCI from MRI Data

The adoption of machine learning techniques for the analysis of neuroimaging

data has deeply influenced recent neuroscience studies, specifically concerning

AD and its prodromal phase (MCI). In fact, machine learning can support the

1https://inclass.kaggle.com/c/mci-prediction
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estimation of disease risk along with the estimation of therapy success or the

effects of genotype-phenotype associations.

Recent studies exist about the early diagnosis of AD or the conversion

of MCI subjects into AD. However, it is worth noting that an international

competition among existing algorithms assessing the use of structural MRI

markers has never been performed on the same training and test sets.

Accordingly, a set of T1-weighted MRI scans for patients of four categories,

stable AD, MCI, MCI who converted to AD and healthy controls were analyzed

using FreeSurfer v.5.3. The obtained features were released on Kaggle platform

to allow research team from all around the world to compare their algorithms

within an established framework and using the same data.

The participants were allowed to download specific training and test sets, in

order to make results from different algorithms comparable, and submit their

solutions in a text format. Kaggle tools allowed the visualization of intermediate

scores by public/private leaderboard in terms of classification accuracy.

Challenge Data

Data were obtained from the ADNI database (adni.loni.usc.edu). The challenge

organizers prepared a training set Dtrain consisting of 240 subjects, equally

composed of 60 AD patients, 60 HC, 60 cMCI and 60 MCI subjects.

An anonymous id-code for identification, diagnosis, gender, age and base-

line Mini Mental State Examination total score were provided for each subject;

in addition, subcortical volumes, cortical thickness, cortical volume, cortical

surface area, cortical thickness standard deviation, cortical curvature and hip-

pocampal subfields’ volumes resulted by FreeSurfer analysis along with several

other structural measures accounting for an overall feature representation of

N = 431 variables. Thus, Dtrain was represented as a matrix with 240 rows

and 431 columns. An analogous test set Dtest , including 500 observations was

provided by the organizing committee, except for the diagnosis: so that Dtest

was represented as a matrix with 500 rows and 430 columns. The Dtest set

included 340 simulated samples and 160 real subjects.

For what concerns the sampling, a three-fold procedure was adopted by the

challenge organizers: (i) the whole cohort was downloaded from ADNI and

randomly divided in training and test; (ii) the test sample was used to calculate

the probability density function (pdf) of the features, accordingly the simulated

data were obtained inverting the pdf previously calculated; (iii) finally, each

simulated data was randomly labeled with a clinical status.
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The size of both training and test sets were established from the challenge

organizers, a random collection of 100 subjects for each clinical class was

selected to keep these classes balanced and considering that MCI subjects are

difficult to recruit. Further data could have been downloaded from ADNI,

however only data provided by the challenge organizers were used in order to

keep the results comparable with those obtained by other teams.

Challenge data was firstly cleaned; zero variance features were identified and

removed. Besides, the presence of highly correlated features were investigated .

In fact, 26 features (more than 90% of the total) resulted correlated. To further

reduce the feature representation, linear combinations among the features were

investigated and removed them from the data. After removing these variables,

the resulting Dtrain matrix representation consisted of 242 features. Finally,

training data was centered and scaled, in order to standardize the features with

null average and unitary variance. The same operations were performed for the

Dtest .

Feature selection

A Random Forest classifier [200] was employed to evaluate the feature impor-

tance in terms of mean decrease of accuracy. Random Forests are an ensemble

of tree classifiers which can provide a direct multi-class model.

A standard configuration was adopted with 500 trees and 20 features (as

prescribed in [200]) randomly selected at each split. A total number of 100

5-fold cross-validation rounds were performed and for each round only the 20

most important features were selected. This parameter was chosen observing

that no significant improvement occurred in training classification accuracy

using more features.

As expected, hippocampal volumes were found among the best performing

features. Other AD related features such as the the cerebrospinal fluid volume,

the lateral ventricle volume and the enthorinal cortex thickness were selected.

Interestingly, right hippocampus rank resulted higher than the left one; in

addition the best performing feature was by far the baseline MMSE, see Figure

6.3 for an overview.

Structural measures of both right and left hemispheres were selected; their

number was almost equal showing no manifest asymmetry. In fact, the selected

left hemisphere measures were 9 against 10 from the right. The selected features

were then used to train a Deep Neural Network.
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validation analysis the best DNN configuration was determined with 11 layers

and a decreasing number of neurons: any further increase in the number of layers

or neurons did not yield any improvement. The input layer consisted of 2056

units while the last one just included 4 (one for each class); a mixed optimal

configuration of activation functions (relu and tanh) was determined with a

cross-validation analysis [207]. The DNN loss function was the categorical

cross entropy; it was minimized with the Adam optimizer [208].

For better robustness, the network weights were randomly initialized from

a uniform distribution, thus resulting in different models. 30 different initial-

izations were performed. The classification scores from each model were then

averaged to obtain a final prediction, each test subject was assigned the class

with the resulting higher score.

Fuzzy classes of hippocampal volume

Hippocampal atrophy is a well known biomarker for AD progression state

[209, 210]. In a previous work, the use of homogeneous classes of subjects

were proposed to perform different feature selection on MRI data [191]. The

highly variable nature of the hippocampal morphology suggested the use of

a fuzzy logic to generalize the definition of set by redefining the concept of

membership. Specifically, let X be a space of points, with a generic element of

X denoted by x. A fuzzy set A ∈ X is characterized by a membership function

fA(x) that associates with each point in X a real number in the interval [0,1],

with the values of fA(x) representing the grade of membership of x in A. Thus,

the nearer the value of fA(x) to unity, the higher the grade of membership of x

in A [211]. The core of the fuzzy set A is the subset of values of x that belong

to the class A with maximum degree.

A statistically consistent subdivision of the training cohort was found in

three fuzzy classes according to the subject’s left hippocampal volume. Firstly,

a classification of training subjects was performed and looking at Receiving

Operating Characteristic (ROC) curve the optimal threshold value t separating

HC and AD classes was selected. Thus, the fuzzy set L including subjects

with the left hippocampal volume V satisfying the relationship V ≤ t was

defined; analogously, the fuzzy set H was defined when V ≥ t. These two

sets were mutually exclusive. However, there are subjects belonging to H

which are AD and HC subjects in L . To take this effect into account, a third

fuzzy set M was taken into account. The median values l1 and l2 of left

hippocampal volumes of AD ad HC subjects, respectively, were computed;
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recall and precision were evaluated. The overall accuracy was the number of

correctly classified subjects (true positive, TP) by the sample size N:

acc =
T P

N
(6.5)

Recall Rc of a class was the number of subjects belonging to the class

correctly classified (T Pc) by the overall class size Nc:

Rc =
T Pc

Nc
(6.6)

Analogously, precision Pc of a class was the number of correctly classified

subjects (T Pc) divided by the number of predictions within that class Np,c:

Pc =
T Pc

Np,c
(6.7)

For all reported results, average and standard deviations were computed when

possible.

6.2.3 Results

Public and Private Leaderboards

The performance of all challenge competitors was publicly released in terms

of classification accuracy; each one of the 19 participating teams could make a

submission once a day. The Public Leaderboard kept record of the team name,

the classification score, the number of entries and the best submission time,

along with the ranking position. The BMPG best submission was obtained with

the DNN model; the organizing committee adopted the previously defined accu-

racy metric, see Eq. 6.5, to evaluate the submissions. In particular, the BMPG

submission obtained a 38.8% accuracy, resulting the seventh performance of

the roaster, see Table 6.1.

The leaderboard performance was computed on approximately 50% of test

data. Thus, it provided just an estimation of test results. In this case, the BMPG

best submission reached the seventh position.

After the deadline for challenge submissions, the organizing committee

released the Private Leaderboard performance computed on the entire Dtest .

The Private Leaderboard performance resulted overoptimistic, with a 4% loss

in accuracy; in fact, the BMPG final result was 34.8%. It is worth noting
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Table 6.1 BMPG accuracy was 38.8% and resulted among the top ten algorithms
presented in the Public Leaderboard including half of testing subjects.

Placement Team name Score accuaracy
1 SiPBA-UGR 0.424
2 Salvatore C. - Castiglioni I. 0.416
3 Loris Nanni 0.412
4 Stavros Dimitriadis - Dimitris LIparas 0.412
5 Sorensen 0.408
6 GRAAL 0.396
7 BMPG 0.388
8 ChaseCowart 0.384
9 Jean-Baptiste SCHIRATTI 0.384

10 BrainE 0.384

that training performances exceeded 50% accuracy (for all presented models).

Nevertheless, the BMPG prediction reached the third position, see Table 6.2.

Table 6.2 MPG submission ranked third in the Private Leaderboard including
all of testing subjects. The BMPG submission obtained a 34.8% accuracy.

Placement Team name Score accuaracy
1 Stavros Dimitriadis - Dimitris LIparas 0.360
2 GRAAL 0.356
3 BMPG 0.348
4 BrainE 0.344
5 gogogo 0.336
6 DevinAnnaWilley 0.336
7 fengxy 0.332
8 BoyX 0.328
9 ChaseCowart 0.328

10 Jean-Baptiste SCHIRATTI 0.324

After the submission deadline, the organizing committee released the test la-

bels so that it was possible to investigate in detail the classification performance

especially the model accuracy on real subjects. Such evaluation was reported in

the following section.

Model comparison

The classification performance on training was evaluated on 100 rounds of

10-fold cross validation; the results are summarized in Table 6.3. The DNN

model resulted the one with higher overall accuracy acc = 53.7±1.9%, while
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Table 6.4 Recall and precision for the DNN, Fuzzy and RF models on real test
subjects. Best performances are reported in bold.

DNN Fuzzy

recall precision recall precision
AD 87.5% 74.5% 82.5% 78.6%

HC 52.5% 52.5% 50.0% 55.9%

MCI 27.5% 34.3% 20.0% 22.9%
cMCI 52.5% 51.2% 57.5% 47.9%

major difference was found for the MCI class with a agreement of 9.3%, to be

compared with the best agreement of AD class which was 22.5%.

Fig. 6.7 The comparison matrix of DNN and fuzzy predictions on real test
subjects. The overall agreement of predictions reached the 64.3%.

6.2.4 Discussion

This study confirms the effectiveness of DNN models for computer-aided de-

tection systems. In fact, the classification results obtained by DNN allowed the

BMPG group to obtain one of the most accurate prediction in the participants’

roaster. Nevertheless, the multi-class classification accuracy is still far from

reaching satisfactory results for clinical applicability. However, these findings

compare well with state-of-the-art results; for example in [192] the best per-

forming method reached a 63% accuracy for a three-class classification problem.

Other works consider this as an intrinsically four-class classification problem

[212], and, of course, in this case reported accuracies of 46.3% can reach lower

values. Interestingly, classification accuracies reported in challenges is lower

than those reported in literature.
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From this perspective, this study also confirmed that the development of

accurate algorithms for distinguishing MCI subjects who convert to AD from

those who will not convert, is yet a challenging problem. The MMSE feature

was by far the most informative one. This result suggests the need for further

feature engineering studies to improve diagnostic accuracy. However, novel

insight has been gained thanks to this competition. In particular, this study

demonstrated that pure machine learning algorithms are generally those with

higher recall but they can have poor precision.

The use of alternative approaches, such as the fuzzy logic for the present case,

can in principle improve classification. In fact, the fuzzy approach adopted here

was the most precise model when dealing with AD and HC. It was also observed

that the two approaches had a relatively small overlap, with an agreement of

64.3%.

Another interesting aspect concerns the synthetic data. The organizing com-

mittee provided a test set including real subjects and simulated data. Moreover,

the test performances obtained with all the three models on the entire test set

were significantly lower than those obtaining during training. Specifically, for

both models a ∼ 50% accuracy was found while in test a significant decrease

(∼ 34%). On the contrary, when dealing with real subjects, test performances re-

sulted in good agreement with training cross-validation accuracy: an important

clue about the poor conformity of simulated data to real subjects.

6.3 Summary

In this chapter the results achieved during two international challenges for the

classification of subjects with TBI and suffering from cognitive decline were

presented. In both challenges, machine learning algorithms have proven to be

effective in the selection of significant features for the outlined classification

problems and in the accuracy of the results achieved.
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Conclusion and Future Works

In this thesis, some aspects regarding the multidimensional analysis of the

human brain connectivity have been treated.

The first issue concerns the dynamic study of brain connectivity. Functional

connectivity in human brain through functional magnetic resonance imaging is

usually assessed by partitioning the whole brain volume into regions of interest

and by computing statistical interactions between couple of fMRI time series.

Usually the signal is windowed over time and the local connectivity, i.e., the one

resulting from the single window, and its temporal evolution, i.e., its variation

over overlapped windows, are examined to follow the functional organization

of the brain during specific activities such as learning, memory tasks, or simply

in resting state. This approach allows to track time variations, focusing on a

single domain. In addition, it presents some problems related to the choice

of optimal parameters for defining window lengths and spurious correlations.

In this work, a phase-space framework is proposed as alternative to map pairs

of signals belonging to ROIs, in their reconstructed phase space, in order to

allow a topological representation of their behavior under all possible initial

conditions. This method offers the opportunity to study a dynamic phenomenon

starting from real observations and to detect its main properties. One of these

properties is linked to the concept of synchronization. Studying a system in its

phase space enables to assert generalized synchronization measures between

time series. Here, a new generalized synchronization metric defined on cross

recurrence plots, a two-dimensional projection of the phase space, is presented.

Specifically, this step makes it possible to reduce the size of the phase space

for any input size, retrieving only the information needed to effectively explore

the dynamics of a system. The synchronization metric is then extracted from
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the cross recurrence plot to assess the coupling behavior of the time series.

The proposed metric is a generalized synchronization measure that takes into

account both the amplitude and phase coupling between pairs of fMRI series.

It differs from the correlation measures used in the literature, as it seems to

be more sensitive to nonlinear coupling phenomena between time series and

it is more robust against the physiological noise. The results achieved are

promising with respect to the value of the novel proposed technique, even

though they are not free of limitations. For example, since task-dependent

time-series were considered, future studies would verify whether these results

extend to resting state data. Another relevant point concerns the modularity

properties used to perform the comparison between the SYNC metric and the

Pearson’s correlation index. Indeed, in the analysis both higher modularity

and higher consistency of task-related communities were found in the SYNC

matrices. These features are related to a greater homogeneity of the functional

organization across the subjects in response to the same task and although they

are compatible with behaviors expected in a healthy cohort, a more rigorous

assessment of the sensitivity of the proposed synchronization metric should

require further analysis. Future studies could employ alternative topological

properties of SYNC networks and their correlation with task performance or

behavioral data to uncover additional insights into the suitability of the SYNC

index as a functional connectivity metric for fMRI time series. Then, this

study has focused on an alternative method to define functional connectivity

between pairs of BOLD time series. Generally, functional connectivity refers

to a larger spectrum of neuroimaging techniques including EEG, MEG and

NIRS. As discussed in Chapter 3 and 4, recurrence plots have been used to

explore dynamical properties of EEG and MEG, providing interesting features

on complex phenomena in human brain. Although the SYNC metric is extracted

from cross recurrence plots, a separate and accurate analysis may be needed to

assert the validity of the index in a broader context and extend its use to more

functional imaging techniques.

Cross recurrence plots contain multiple information about the dynamic

properties, so an extended multidimensional framework that exploits complete

graphical patterns was developed in order to describe completely the functional

interactions of couple of signals in the phase space. More specifically, a set of

metrics is extracted from the CRP of each couple of signals to form a multi-

layer connectivity matrix in which each layer is related to a specific complex

phenomenon occurring in phase space. The proposed framework is used to
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characterize functional abnormalities during both a WM task and executive task

for individuals suffering from schizophrenia. Multi-layer networks are then

topologically analyzed and graph-based centrality metrics are extracted from

each functional layer. These metrics are treated as features in a classification

problem to discriminate schizophrenic patients from healthy controls. Hence,

machine-learning algorithms are used to identify markers of the dynamic states

in brain activity to characterize pathological conditions in a clinical context. In

this scenario, a statistical framework has been developed to make robust the

selection of features and to select only those significantly related to anomalies.

The main rationale of this choice is to offer to physicians a useful tool for

diagnosis with high margins of accuracy. The cooperation between a multilayer

framework with supervised classification algorithms has proven effective in

revealing ROIs affected by the disease for both the analyzed experiments. This

approach could be generalized for the study of different dynamic phenomena:

in fact, on the one hand, a multidimensional representation of a phenomenon

and on the other hand, the possibility of extrapolating the most significant in-

formation could turn to be a useful tool for investigating not only dynamics in

brain, but also other physiological, natural, climatological, financial phenomena

and so on. It is necessary to note that in the analysis, topological metrics have

been extracted separately from each layer of the multilayer recurrence structure.

The present exploratory approach can be significantly improved. For example,

a reducibility analysis [213] could be performed to detect layers that can be

aggregated. Indeed, although they are representative of different phenomena,

some RQA metrics are dependent on each other so it may be possible to de-

rive new layers of the multi-recurrence structure by appropriately combining

pre-existing levels in order to obtain a final structure with non-redundant in-

formation. In addition, in future developments, multigraph metrics could be

considered to effectively take into account the simultaneous presence of the

multiple connectivity levels in phase space.

Another issue addressed in this work deals with the definition of a new metric

of centrality in complex networks. The proposed resilience metric quantifies

the importance of a node in relation to its survival rate for progressive removal

of links in the network and can be useful for identifying the most persistent

ROIs of the brain or in general nodes of a complex network. This metric is

calculated considering multidimensional patterns of network connectivity and its

comparison with other metrics known in literature also confirms the potentiality

of a multivariate model. In fact, this metrics has proved more reliable than the
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others in distinguishing the nodal ranking mechanism for networks with the

same topology but different weight distribution. This results can be particularly

useful in network inference, where it is required to use the partial information

available about a network and try to reconstruct the most likely network, or an

ensemble of likely networks, in the least biased way.

Finally, the last chapter shows the results achieved during two international

challenges on the application of multidimensional methods for features selection

in classification of individuals with brain lesions and cognitive decline. In this

context, it was demonstrated that combining machine learning methods it is

possible to develop new multimodal brain analysis tools and offer a valid

diagnostic support for different brain states and pathologies. Again, the power

of a multidimensional approach seems to indicate new and promising directions.
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